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CHAPTER I

ORIENTATION TO THE STUDY

The founders of America brought with them the prevail-

ing educational trends and characteristics of their native

lands.. Asceticism and scholasticism had greatly influenced

the educational trends of the old world to emphasize train-

ing of the mind to the neglect of the training of the body.

Therefore, it was natural that education was conceived by

the early educators of this country as the process of train-

ing the mind only.

In early America the mass of the people lived upon the

land and developed their bodies through the every-day ac-

tivities of the prevailing simple agricultural environment.

In a remarkably short period of time, the industrial age

brought about many changes. Great numbers entered seden-

tary occupations, collected into shops, stores, and business

houses, and clustered in large groups in one locality. This

trend toward municipalities created a lack of play space.

The working conditions became characterized by speed, inten-

sity, emotional strain, and relatively little muscular ac-

tivity.

To meet the need for normal physical growth of students

in the crowded industrial centers, educators saw that it was

necessary to supply a program of physical activities in the

school curriculum. Thus, physical education got its start

1
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in the public schools of this country. The primary goals

of the original physical education program were to provide

physical activity for children deprived of normal play ac-

tivities and to develop the children physically. Due to

the nature of the early physical education in the schools

in America, the physical educators dealt chiefly with ex-

ercises and with skills. This brought about the charac-

terization of the physical educator as a physically fit

individual, highly developed in physical skills, but less

interested and poorly versed in cultural areas. In other

words, the physical educator was regarded as a so-called

"muscle man" of all brawn and no brain.

Through the years, including the present time, educa-

tors in this country have tended to emphasize the academic

aspect of education and to accept reluctantly the education

of the physical aspect of the individual as a worthy part

of the general curriculum. Educators have been working un-

der the older psychological theory that the human organism

could be divided into a physical component and a mental ele-

ment. This dichotomy of mind and body is combated by all

of the pertinent facts of modern psychology. The concep-

tion of the individual functioning as a whole as he inter-

acts in the environment is substantiated by the view of mo-

dern psychology as set forth by Kilpatrick. He states:

* . * . when the organism is stirred to act .,.
it always acts as a unitary whole. If a human is suf-
ficiently stirred, he thinks, feels, has impulses, en-
gages in bodily movements; and each of the manifesta-

tions cooperates with the others to serve the felt
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need of the organism at the time . . . . In any typi-
cal instance of behavior the organism acts as a unitary
whole. The word organism implies the organization of
constituent parts to make up a working whole, one whole
working as a unit. While for thought individual parts
may be distinguished, they do not act separately, but
cooperatively. . . . Every part and a pect of the or-
ganism is involved in every activity.

Robinson says that mental facts cannot be properly

studied apart from the physical environment of which they

are surrounded. All mental states are followed by bodily

activity of some sort. He states:

The modern psychologist bases his work upon the
assumption that there is no thought, no feeling, no
decision, no act-in fact nothing that can be called
an instance of human nature-which is not fundamentally
bound up with the operations of the body. This is not
the axiom of an eccentric school of psychology. It 2
is an axiom adopted by practically all psychologists.

In light of modern psychology, physical education is

conceived as education of the individual in which the unity

of man is respected. It contributes to the total growth of

the individual through selected motor activities.

Modern psychology and philosophy have affected the phy-

sical education program in America. This, in turn, has

affected the type of person entering the field of physical

education in such a way that no longer is the physical edu-

cator to be looked upon as a person interested only in skills.

The investigator was interested in determining the type of

young man entering the field of physical education today,

lWilliam H. Kilpatrick, Democracy and the Curriculum,
John Dewey Society, Third Yearbook, pp.~39-351

2Edward S. Robinson, Man As Psychology Sees Himm, pp.
205-262
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Statement of Problem

Therefore, the present stu y was undertaken to maae a

comparison o.L fifty under{graduate men majors in physical

education and fifty undergraduate en ma jors in other fields

at Uorth Texas State collegee witl respect to seleced per-

sonal traits.

-L.inition of Terms

The tci, neronas trait , as applied to the present

study, means the CualitiCo tocces ed by n indiviai which

tend to characterize or identify him.

Purposes of the Study

The puirposes of the study were:

1. To ietermins the Leneral characteristics of the

underwlraduate men majors in t'he field of physical education

and men majors in other fields at North Texas State ol lege.

. To determine if the undergradute men majors in phy-

sical education could be distinguished from the men majors

in other fields at North Texas State Collede on the basis of

these characteristics.

3. To determine how the undergraduate men majors in phy-

sical education compnared with the majors in other fields at

North Texas State college with respect to these characteristics.

Limitations of the Study

This study was limited to fifty undergraduate men majors in

physical education and fifty underdraduate men majors in other
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fields at North Texas State College. It also was limited

to selected personal traits.

Sources of the Data

The data were obtained from documentary and human

sources. The documentary sources were professional litera-

ture; the human sources were students at North Texas State

College and experts in the field.

Survey of Previous Studies

Various investigations were found to be of value to

the present study because of their related interests. A

study conducted by Duggan3 was very similar to the present

study. The two differ in that Duggan's study was limited

to women majors and non-majors in physical education, and

the present study was limited to men majors and non-majors

in physical education. Duggan's study was undertaken as

a dissertation for the Doctor of Philosophy Degree. There-

fore, her study was conducted on a broader scale in regard

to the number of subjects studied and the number of univer-

sities used in obtaining the data. Duggan's study compared

majors and non-majors in physical education with respect to

interests, general information, intelligence, motor ability,

and personality. The group of subjects for the investiga-

tion were comprised of two hundred undergraduate women

3Anne S. Duggan, A Comparative Study _of Undergraduate
Women Majors and Non-Maijors.n Physical Education with Re-
spect to Certain Personal Traits.
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physical education majors and two hundred non-majors en-

rolled in three state universities which offered four-year

major programs in physical education. It was found that

interests of the members of the two groups differed sharply

when measured by the Duggan Interest Questionnaire. In

recreations and amusements the majors showed a decided pre-

ference for the more rugged and outdoor sports and recrea-

tion activities while the non-majors tended to prefer less

strenuous and quieter forms of recreation.

In extracurricular activities the majors revealed a

strong preference for sport clubs, intramural athletics,

athletic association, interscholastic athletics, hiking

club, outing club, dance club, and Young Women's Associa-

tion. The non-majors, on the other hand, showed their

strongest differentiating preferences for literary organi-

zations, language clubs, and Greek letter societies.

In regard to the characteristics of work, the majors

preferred that work which kept them out-of-doors; which

was dangerous, exciting, active, strenuous, and competitive

in nature; which required enthusiasm; and which involved

the use of materials. The strongest preferences of the

non-majors were for work which was indoors and which was

safe, quiet, and slow.

With respect to types of books listed in the section

on literary preferences, no significant differences in

tastes were found between the two groups.
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The differentiating items among the list of school

subjects were consistent with those in the section on extra-

curricular activities. The majors indicated a marked pre-

ference for physical education, physiology, zoology, per-

sonal hygiene, and mathematics. The non-majors indicated

a preference for literature, with modern languages and art

falling just short of inclusion in the list of significant

items.

The tastes of these two groups with respect to types

of people were quite similar. The majors differed from the

non-majors most in preferring those who liked to play games

and those who were daring. The non-majors differed most

from the majors in a positive dislike for those who dressed

carelessly.

When tested for general information by the Duggan

General Information Test, it was found that the non-majors

were better informed than the majors in knowledge of mis-

cellaneous current activities, fine arts, literature, and

history and civics. In knowledge of sports, and science

and education, the majors were, on the whole, better in-

formed than the non-majors.

In two of the three universities studied, the majors

and non-majors were comparable as far as their intelligence

was concerned as measured by the Otis Self-Administering

Test, Higher Examination, Form D. The majors and non-majors

in Universities A and C showed an almost identical intelli-

gence score both with reference to their mean scores and
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with reference to the Otis norms for college students. The

superiority of the non-majors in University B, however, was

marked.

A significant difference was found between the major

and non-major groups in emotional stability and dominance

as measured by the Bernreuter Personality Inventory. The

findings were in favor of the major group. They were found

to be more emotionally stable, more extrovert, and more

dominating, than the non-majors.

In measuring motor ability by the Brace Scale of Motor

Ability and the Jump and Reach Test, the majors showed su-

perior motor ability to the non-major group. The differ-

ences between the mean scores of the major and non-majors

on the Brace Scale were entirely significant in the three

institutions.

A second study related to the present one was under-

taken by Walke4 in an attempt to find the characteristic

traits of men physical education majors and to ascertain

whether the traits possessed by this group were similar to

those found among majors in education and other groups.

Majors in physical education were measured for intelligence,

scholarship, physical status, socio-economic status, per-

sonality, leadership, and vocational interest.

In regard to intelligence as measured by the DeCamp

Intelligence Test, the physical education group showed

4 Nelson Sumter Walke, Traits Characteristic of Men
Majoring inhysical Education at the Pennsylvania State
College
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marked inferiority to the education and general education

groups.

Scholastic records of the three groups in terms of

total college-point averages revealed that the physical

education group was extremely low when compared with the

education and the general education groups. In this study

the education and the general education groups surpassed

the physical education group in intelligence and scholastic

achievement according to all measures used.

The results of the medical examination showed that

the physical education group was much superior to the edu-

cation and the general education groups in health status.

Data in this study showed that the socio-economic status

of the general education group was higher than that of the

other two groups.

With respect to personality, as measured by the

Bernreuter Personality Inventory, members of the physical

education group ranked slightly higher in emotional sta-

bility, higher in dominance, and slightly lower in self-

sufficiency.

Using participation and offices held in extra-curricular

activities in high school as a criterion for leadership, the

data showed that the physical education group rated higher

than the education and the general education groups by a

wide margin.

A third study related to the present one was made by
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Morris5 in which the author compared personality traits and

their effect upon teaching. In the study, Morris proposed

to find out whether there seemed to be a constellation of

traits which might appropriately be designated as signifi-

cant factors of the "teaching personality" and to determine

how these traits might be estimated.

The group of subjects for the investigation were com-

prised of 754 persons who were classified into seven groups,

as follows:

1. The W group consisted of fifty-two teachers em-

ployed in high schools of a large city system where organi-

zation and supervision made it possible to secure ratings

of their success in teaching. This group was composed of

teachers who were rated as weak by their principals.

2. The S group of sixty-three teachers was the cor-

responding strong sampling from the same schools.

3. The T group of ninety-one teachers included those

teachers rated as average by the same principals, and addi-

tional teachers from the same city system, for whom no

definite ratings were available.

4. The E group of fifty-five persons, while composed

chiefly of teachers, consisted, also, of graduate students

of education who were members of a course in the admini-

stration of normal schools and teachers colleges.

5Elizabeth Hunt Morris, Personal Traits and success
in Teaching
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5. The A group included twenty-two members of the

faculty of the State College for Teachers at Albany, New

York, and twenty-one other adults, chiefly teachers, of

the investigator's acquaintance.

6. The L group included forty-eight members of the

New York State Library School. This group was of especial

interest as it represented a vocational selection somewhat

different from the other groups of the study.

7. The remaining 402 returns were from students of

the State College for Teachers at Albany.

Morris constructed a trait index with a total of 175

items, designed to get some measure of the likes and dis-

likes, resourcefulness and insight, tact, degree of posi-

tiveness of judgment, and characteristic feeling-attitudes

of people.

Morris then compared the trait-index results with the

academic averages, health grades, intelligence test scores,

practice teaching grades, public opinion test scores,

"Sympathy" test scores, trait-index scores, emotional his-

tory records, estimates of teaching ability, and personal

history blanks correlations of the subjects of the study.

An interesting outcome was the evidence that characteris-

tics of the individual might be helpfully brought out

rather than obscured by mass results concerning the group

of which he was a member. The investigator further found

in the study that leadership was not a trait which was

either prominent or relatively lacking in personalities
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just as a quality. Morris said that it did not exist apart

from the situations in which people showed a strong or a

weak ability to direct, guide or lead. Morris believed the

concept of leadership was a useful way of designating or

referring to those forms of behavior which included broad

interests, control of feeling, tactful management, readi-

ness and ability to undertake activities, cooperativeness,

enthusiasm, sympathy, and the like.

A recent study related to the present one was made by

Roe6 who compared the personality trait differences between

popular and unpopular high school students. Roe undertook

to determine what influence physical appearance, health and

vigor, emotional stability and control, social aggressive-

ness, adaptability and tolerance, dependability, dependence

on others for assistance and emotional support, social ser-

vice and abilities have upon the popularity of high school

students. The data for this study were collected by per-

sonality scales prepared by Merl E. Bonney of North Texas

State College. They were in two forms, one called A Per-

sonality Scale - Rating Self, and the second entitled A

Personality Scale - Rating Others. The scales were com-

posed of 157 items. Each item used had some bearing on one

of the nine personality traits under consideration in the

study. Subjects for Roe's study were forty-five students

6Wilder A. Roe, Personality Trait Differences Between
popular and Unpopular H School Students (Unpublished

Master's thesis, Department of Education, North Texas State
Teachers College, Denton, Texas, 1946)
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in the popular group and thirty students in the unpopular

group of the junior and senior high school students at

North Texas State College Demonstration School.

According to Roe the popular students were superior

to the unpopular students in physical appearance, health

and vigor. The popular students were more stable and

controlled than the unpopular. Both groups were low in

self aggressiveness. The unpopular students seemed to

have a slight lead over the popular students in adapta-

bility and tolerance. The popular students were superior

in dependableness and social service and abilities. The

popular students were a better source of new experience

to others than were the unpopular students.



CHAPTER II

PROCEDURES USED IN DEVELOPING THE STUDY

Procedures for development of the study are presented

in this chapter.

Preliminary Procedures

A thorough study was made of professional literature

pertaining to the study. This literature was from the

fields of psychology, education, history, physical educa-

tion and tests and measurements in the field of physical

education.

A survey was made of previous studies which were

similar or related to the present study.

Selection of Traits

Definite criteria were formulated for the selection of

the traits to be used in appraising the students who were

the subjects participating in the present study. These

criteria were: (1) Those traits should be included which

are important to individuals professionally engaged in the

field of physical education; (2) those traits should be

included which are used in previous studies making compari-

sons of the physical education major and the non-major; (3)

and those traits should be selected which can be measured

objectively and treated statistically.

14
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Using the preceding criteria as guides the investiga-

tor found the following traits should be considered in the

present study.

1. Motor ability--Brace defines motor ability as"that

ability which is more or less general, which is more or less

inherent, and which permits an individual to learn motor

skills easily and to become readily proficient in them." 1

A desirable degree of motor ability is generally recog-

nized as an important asset to anyone desiring to become a

physical education instructor. Since physical education

deals with activities involving motor ability, a test helps

to determine what kind of man is entering the physical edu-

cation field in comparison to other majors in regard to this

trait.

2. Intelligence--Baldwin says that practical applica-

tion of intelligence testing aids greatly in diagnosing and

understanding a pupil and in distinguishing one pupil from

another .2

Since one of the purposes of this study listed in Chap-

ter I was to determine if men majors in physical education

can be distinguished from men majors in other fields on the

basis of selected personal traits, the administering of an

intelligence test to these two groups was considered by the

1David Kingsley Brace, Measuring Motor Ability, pp.
14-15

2Robert D. Baldwin, "Once More the Question of Intel-
ligence Tests," American School Board Journal, CXI (August,
1945), 23-24
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investigator as being very helpful toward finding the an-

swer to the above question.

3. Interests--Strong says, "Experimentally an interest

is a response of liking. . . . Interest is an aspect of be-

havior, not an entity in itself."3 Bingham states that an

interest ". . . is a tendency to become absorbed in an ex-

perience and to continue in it. We usually want to do what

we like to do; and we like to do what interests us."4

The modern curriculum in American schools is arranged

to guide interests of the students toward educational ob-

jectives. For this reason, interests are analyzed as evi-

dences of a liberal education. Briggs concludes that the

liberally educated individual has a larger number, a wider

variety, and a greater depth of interests than the indivi-

dual not liberally educated. 5

Strong has shown in his study that men engaged in a

particular occupation have a characteristic set of likes and

dislikes which distinguish them from men engaged in other

professions.6 Therefore, the investigator undertook as one

of the purposes of this comparative study of undergraduate

men majors and non-majors in physical education to make an

3 Edward K. Strong, Vocational Interests of Men and
Women, pp. 6-8

4 Walter V. Bingham, Aptitudes and Aptitude Testing,
pp. 61-62

5 Thomas H. Briggs, Secondary Education, pp. 478-535

6Edward K. Strong, Manual for Vocational Interest
Blank for Men, p. 48
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inventory of their interests to determine if the two groups

could be differentiated upon the basis of expressed prefer-

ences.

Again, the writer f elt that the administration of an

interest inventory to major and non-major Groups in physi-

cal education would tend to show if the likes and hobbies

of the students tested paralleled the major field in which

they were engaged. Super states:

Men who find in their vocations an outlet for
their major interest are likely to have hobbies

which resemble their vocations, whereas men who do

not have adequate vocational outlets tend to develop
outside activities which rival their vocation in

claiming time and thought. Those whose avocational
activities supplement and extend their vocations not
only tend to be better adjusted, but to be more sta-

ble vocationally. This shows how interests may

operate to speed up or slow down the development of

skills, tge accumulation of knowledge, and vocational
progress.

The investigator felt justified in administering an

interest inventory to men majors and non-majors in physi-

cal education for the purpose of determining a comparison

of these two groups in this regard.

4. Personality.--Kaapp defines an individual's person-

ality as the sum total of his response patterns as they im-

press other people. Shellow states that personality is the

sum of qualities peculiar to some individual rational being.9

p Donald E. Super, The Dynamics of Vocational Adjustment,

p. 88

8 Robert H. napp, "Are We Overlooking Personality?" The

Nations Schools, .XXIV (September, l944), 26

95adie Myers Shellow, How to Develop Your Personality, p. 1
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The writer's aim in testing the two groups in the pre-

sent study was to determine if there was a difference in the

personalities of physical education majors and those enaged

in other fields at North Texas State College. 'The degree

of sociability, self-sufficiency, emotional stability, self-

confidence, imagination, worry, daydreaming, and dominance

and submission that an individual possesses contribute to

his personality patterns. The above mentioned factors which

go to make up the personality of an individual were the type

of characteristics the investigator was attempting to measure

when he selected personality for the comparison of majors

and non-majors in physical education.

Another purpose for personality testin in the study

was to determine whether physical education majors and those

majoring in other fields were delinquent in the overall

group patterns of personality. These patterns of person-

ality are of great import ance in the development of the

well-integrated individual. napp says:

The responsibility of developing and guiding mean-
ingful experiences so that they will make possible the
development of worth-while social, character, emotional
and other desirable aspects of the well-integrated per-
sonality is one of the major-responsibilities of educa-
tion today. Adjustment of the indivjgual, both inward
and outward, is of vital importance.

5. Leadership.--Smith explains leadership as

* . . the mobilization of the men's energies for
striving toward a goal which is clear in the mind of
the leader, and usually in the other man's mind also.

1 0 napp, op. cit., p. 27
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Leading and following are happening all the time with

variation of awareness on both1 ides. Every man
should be a boss and have one.

Whether it is in the field of education, politics or

business, leadership is important. Possession of certain

traits, characteristics, and qualities makes an individual

a leader. The fact that leadership is important in all

fields is brought out in an investigation by Ashbrook in

which he studied the qualities of men "judged foremost

leaders" in physical education by a jury of experts and

concluded that high school leadership, determined by the

number of offices held and participation in various school

activities, is an important manifestation of later success.1 2

Considering the opportunities a teacher has for influ-

encing students, it is most desirable that he possess the

qualities that make for leadership. Watson says of leader-

ship:

Other studies indicate that high academic marks
are of less predictive value for success in teaching
than are good records in popularity, taking the ini-
tiative in gE'ups, and successfully holding office in
clubs.

Link supports this view in the statement that "Leadership

is an aspect of social effectiveness - leaders are not born,

llAllan A. Smith, "Opportunity," American School Board
Journal, CLX (August, 1944), 16-17

12Willard P. Ashbrook, A Method of Selecting Students
for Teacher TraininE in Physical Education, (Unpublished
Doctor's dissertation, School of Education, New York Uni-
versity, 1930)

13G. H. Watson, "Teacher and Society," John Dewey
Society, First Yearbook, (1937), p. 322
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they are persons who have developed social effectiveness

to an unusual degree.n 1 4 Since leaders are not born the

investigator felt a test of leadership administered to the

major and non-major groups of the present study would help

to determine the kind of man entering the physical educa-

tion field in comparison to men majors in other fields.

Selection of Subjects for the Study

The subjects for the present study were selected from

students of sophomore, junior, or senior classification en-

rolled in North Texas State College for the spring semester

of the 1947-1948 session. The distribution of the subjects

of the major group and of the non-major group by college

classification is shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1

DISTRIBUTION OF SUBJECTS ACCORDING TO CLASSIFICATION FOR
FIFTY UINDERGRADUATE MEN MAJORS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

AID FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE MEN NON-MAJORS AT NORTH
TEXAS STATE COLLEGE

Classification Majors Non-Majors

Sophomores 19 22

Juniors 15 16

Seniors 16 12

N 5 50

14Henry C. Link, "Definition of Social Effectiveness
and Leadership Through Measurement," Educational and
Psycholog Measurement, IV (January, 1944), 57-67
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The investigator wished to obtain a random sampling

of subjects for the study. Physical education classes re-

quired for graduation and advanced physical education

classes required of physical education majors offered an

opportunity to obtain a random sampling of majors and of

non-majors because there was no predominating element in

the enrollment of students in these classes that would

affect the study.

All of the majors and non-majors in physical education

classified as sophomores, juniors, and seniors who were en-

rolled in three of the required physical education classes

for the spring semester of the 1947-1948 session were se-

lected as subjects for the present study. Because of the

small enrollment of upperclassmen in required physical edu-

cation classes, especially of the major group, the inves-

tigator selected the remaining subjects from all of the

majors and non-majors in physical education classified as

sophomores, juniors, and seniors who were enrolled in three

advanced classes in the Department of Health, Physical Edu-

cation, and Recreation.

Selection of Tests to Measure Personal Traits

In order for a test to be recognized as a desirable

one, it must meet certain standards. The criteria used in

the selection of the tests for the present study were:

1. The test must be valid.

2. The test must be reliable.
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3. The test should be objective.

4. The test should be of simple form.

5. The test should be standardized.

6. The test must be meaningful and worth doing. 1 5

The tests used in this study were:

1. Iowa-Brace Motor Ability Test.--As a means of measur-

in- motor ability the investigator sought a motor educability

test rather than a skill test which might place the non-majors

at a disadvantage. As a measure of motor ability the Iowa-Brace

Scale of iMotor Ability was chosen for the following reasons:

a. It was the most suitable test for the facilities

which were available for this compartive study of men majors

and non-ma jors.

b. The Iowa-Brace Scale has a reliability coefficient

of .83.16

c. McCloy validated each item of the Iowa-Brace Scale

by correlating it aEainst a battery of motor tests. He re-

_ 17
ports the items are valid measures of motor ability. 7

d. The test is not a measure of strength, size, ma-

turity, or power.

e. The test measures to a greater extent the ability

to learn new skills than speed, size, and stren-th.

lZCharles H. McOloy, Tests and Measurements in Health
and Physical Education, p. 17

16Ruth B. Glassow and narion E. Broer, Measurin6
Achievement in Physical Education, p. 244

17Ibid., p. 253
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f. The Iowa-Brace test subjects the individual to a

more rigorous statistical examination than the original

Brace Scale of Motor Ability.

g. The length of the Iowa-Brace test is somewhat re-

duced compared to the original Brace Scale,

h. The scale is simple to administer and requires no

special equipment.

i. The directions are simple and clear, insuring

standardized procedures as listed by McCloy as a requirement

of a good test.

j. The system of scoring is simple and the resulting

scores are in such form that they can be easily treated sta-

tistically.

The investigator made a thorough study of the test in

order to insure a correct demonstration of each test item.

2. Otis Intelligence Test--The Otis Quick-Scoring

Mental Ability Test, Gamma Test, Form Am, was chosen as the

instrument to measure the intelligence of the subjects par-

ticipating in the present study. The reasons for selecting

this test were as follows:

a. Reliability coefficients of .90, .91, and .85 when

corrected by the Spearman-Brown formula have been reported

for this test. 1 8

1 8Arthur S. Otis, Manual of Directions for the Otis
quick - Scoring Mental Ability Test, Gamma Test, Forms Am
and Bm, p. 5
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b. All the items of the Otis Test are reported to

have real vjlidLity with a median value of

C. The test is economical of time requirinL only

thirty minutes for administration.

d. A precise scoring hey is available for scorinr-

the test, which saves much time in scoring.

e. The test is standardized with norms for college

men, thereby, offering basis for comparison of the present

Croups.

f. The test is siimle to admIniter reauirin- no

spcecial1 equipment.

i. Scores for the test can easily be treated statis-

tically. The test is self-administerinj.

h. Otis Intelligent Quotients are reported to be as

reliable as those secured through individual testinE.

5. DuSgan's Interest Questionnaire.--The author in-

vesti ted a number o interest tests. Outstanding among

recent studies of interest inventories was the publication,

late in 94-3, of 3tronr's Vocational Interests of ken and

21
Women.2 Stron- snows through his finin s that patterns

of interest already are clear and stabalized onou:h at

19Alohonse Cha-anis, "Note on the Validity an Difdi-

cultv of Items in For Am of the Otis ,elf-AdnisterinO
Tests of mental Ability," Journal of Experimental Education,
V (March, l937), 246-248

2 0Arthur E. Tra:xlcr, "beliabil7ity, Oonstcancy, and Valid-

ity of the Otis I..," The Journal of Applied sycholoEY,
XVIII (April, 1934), 241-251

2 1 Edward K. Strong, Vocational Interests of 'Men and YWomen
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adolescence to serve as useful guides in vocational coun-

seling; that there is a hiwh degree of relationship between

scholastic interests and graduation from a selected course,

although there is not the same degree of relationship be-

tween scholastic interests anct grades in the course; and

that there seems to be little difference in the teaching-

interest scores of successful and unsuccessful teachers.

Two studies were undertaken by Jay22 and Matthuson2 3

in which they studied the physical education majors' inter-

ests in relation to those of comparable Qroups of non-majors.

In high school subjects, the mean of both groups expressed

their greatest reference for sociaLl science and their Freat-

est dislike for mathematics. Athletics constituted the most

po pular hiGh school activity for both groups of men, though

the non-majors indicated a wider range of interest.

The foregoing inventories were not suitable to obtain

the answers to the question set forth in this study: Can

undergraduate men majors in physical education be distin-

guished from non-majors upon the basis of preferences which

indicate different patterns of interest?

In her study Dujan constructed an interest question-

naire for testing uniercraduate women majors in physical edu-

cation and non-majors to fin if they could be distinguished

upon the basis of pressed preferences which indicate

2 2 Duggan, 2p. cit., p. 18

23Ibid o. 19
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a differential pattern of interests. Although ugan

constructedu the Interest uestionnaire for use in testing;

women, the investiLator felt it was just as applicable for

testing men, and, ter eore selected it for use in the

study.

Duggan's Interest Questionnaire is composed of 12

items. It was constructedi in accordance with the f ol1owin,

criteria:

a. The items of the interest questionnaire should be

within the field of experience of undergraduate collee

women an should be expressed in a vocabulary readily

understood by the same group.

b. Items solicitinW preference reactions should sample

adequately a wide area of interests allied with work, play,

and social relationships.

c. Provision should be rm ade for the individual to ex-

ercise adequate choice in the statermient of his preferences.

c. Responses to the interest qussticnnaire should be

susceptible to objective scorinL an. statistical evaluation.

e. The interest questionnaire should be Self-

administrative.

f. The time required for the administration of the

~24
questionnaire should not exceedC thirty minutes.2'

The items Du--an chose for the Interest questionnaire

were divided into seven sections as follows:

2 4 Ibid., p. 22
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Part I. Recreations and Amusements

Part II. Extracurricular Activities

Part III. Paired Characteristics of Work

Part IV. Literary Preferences

Part V. Characteristics of People

Part VI. School Subjects

Part VII. Prominent -vomen

The Duggan Interest Questionnaire was chosen for use

in this study for the following, reasons-:

a. Du-,,an reports reliability coefficients of 90 as

compared with the average reliability of .80 of Stronp 's

occupational scorin&j keys2 5 and the average reliability of

.79 reported by Cowdery.

b. The questionnaire was constructed in order to an-

swer directly the question set forth in this study pertain-

ing to interests.

c. Responses to the questionnaire are susceptible to

objective scoring and statistical evaluation.

d. The questionnaire is self-administrative.

e. The time required for administration of the ques-

tionnaire is only thirty minutes, and the scale is simple

to administer.

f. The directions are simple and clear insuring stan-

dardized procedures.

2 5 Ibid., p. 46

2 6 Ibid.
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g. The questionnaire has available an accompanying

scorinE key which may be administered simply and. quickly

with no requirement of special equipment.

4. Bernreuter Personality Inventory.--One of the

best known and ,modern tests d ealing with personality is the

Bernreuter Personality Inventory. The Personality Inventory2 7

represents a new departure in the measurement of personality

in that it measures several different aspects at one time.

Six personality trait scales have been prepared for the

Inventory used in the present study, namely: neuroticism,

self-sufficiency, domfinance-submission, introversion-

extroversion, self-confidence, and sociability. Eernreuter

describes the forecoin six measures as follows:2 8

The Bl-'N scale is a measui e of neurotic tendency. Per-

sons scorin; higi on this scale tend to be emotionally un-

stable. Those scoring above the ninety-eig:ht percentile

would probably benefit from psVckiatric or medical advice.

Those scorin,: low tend to be very well balanced eotionally.

The B2-3 scale is a measure of self-sufficiency. Per-

sons scoring hih on this scale prefer to be alone, rarely

as for sympathy or encouragement, an tenf to ignore the

advice of others. Those scorin low disli.e solitude an

often seek advice and encouraement.

r G. ~ernreuter, Manual For the Personality
Inventory, p. 1

'-Ibid.
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The B3-1 scale is a measure of introversion-extroversion.

Persons scoring high on this scale tend to be introverted;

that is, they are imaginative and tend to live within them-

selves. Scores above the ninety-eight percentile bear the

same significance as do similar scores on the Bl-N scale.

Those scoring low are extroverted; that is, they rarely

worry, seldom suffer emotional upsets, and rarely substitute

daydreaming for action.

The B4-D scale is a measure of dominance-submission.

Persons scorinC high on this scale tend to dominate others

in face-to-face situations. Those scoring low tend to be

submissive.

The Fl-C scale is a measure of confidence in one's self.

Persons scoring high on this scale tend to be hamperingly

self-conscious and to have feelings of inferiority; those

scoring above the ninety-eight percentile would probably

benefit from psychiatric or medical advice. Those scoring

low tend to be wholesomely self-confident and to be very well

adjusted to their environment.

The F2-S scale is a measure of sociability. Persons

scoring high on this scale tend to be nonsocial, solitary, or

independent. Those scoring low tend to be sociable and gre-

garious.29

The Bernreuter Inventory consists of 125 questions to

which the individual rmy respond by encircling "yes", "no",

2 9 Scales Fl-C and F2-S were prepared by John C. Flanagan.
John C. Flanagan, Factor Analysis in the Study of Personality,
Stanford University, California
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or to in cate his ajreeYe nt, cJisareement, or doubt-

fulness in answering eachI of the items.

As a measure of pers on lity the 3ernreuter Personality

Inventory was chosen for the following reasons:

a. It is economhical both in cost and in tim;e required

for adminiltrat ion.

b. Bernreuter Personality InventoryT has been used suc-

cessfully with high-school students, with college stuents,

and with adults. It is suitable for use with either sex.

c. Percentile norms, which enable the layman to know

how he comnpares with others, have been prepared for the

three Lroups listed above.

d. Bernreuter reports coefficients of reliability

ranging from .78 to .91.0

e. Bernreuter reports validity coefficients of cor-

relation ran-in,- from .84 to 1.00, corrected for attenuation,

when the Inventory scores were correlateK with scores of the

Thurstone LNeurotic Inventory, The 2ernreuter Self-Sufficiency

Test, the Laird 02 Introversion Test, and the Allport

Ascendance-Submission Reaction Study.31

f. Bernreuter reports coefficients of correlations

ranginE. from .88 to .95 for the inter-correlations between

the various scales of the Inventory.32

30Bernreuter, 0. cit., p. 4

3Ibid., pp. 5-6

3 2 Ibia., p. 5
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g. A study by Stagner reports that the Scales of Bl-N

and B2-S of the Inventory are high and that B4-D is good.

Stagner reports the reliability of the scales range from

.80 to .88 and that they are probably satisfactory for group

work.33

h. The Bernreuter Personality Inventory is self ad-

ministering and no instructions are necessary except those

appearing in the blank.

i. There are no time limits, but very few subjects

require more than twenty-five minutes to complete the

Inventory.

j. The Inventory is simple to administer and requires

no special equipment.

5. Yeager Leadership Test--The Yeager Leadership Test34

is one of the few tests that has been devised for the pur-

pose of measuring qualities of leadership. The investigator

was guided in selecting the Yeager Test for measuring leader-

ship for the following reasons:

a. The test is simple to administer and requires no

special equipment.

b. The test is self-administrative.

c. The length of the Yeager Test is fairly short and

requires only ten minutes to administer.

33Ross Stagner, "Validity and Reliability of the
Bernreuter Personality Inventory," The Journal of Abnormal
and Social Psychology, (1934), p. 417

34 Tressa C. Yeager, An Analysis of Certain Traits of
Selected Hih-School Seniors Interested in Teachin., pp. 14-19
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d. The directions are clear and simple insuring stand-

ardized procedures.

e. The test is susceptible to objective and simple

scoring and to statistical evaluation.

f. The test has an accompaning scoring key constructed

in accordance with agreement among experts as to weights

that should be assigned to offices in extra-curricular ac-

tivities.

Yeager's Leadership Test measures leadership by parti-

cipation in extracurricular activities. The individual re-

ceives credit for each office held. Since not all offices

are of equal importance, it was necessary for Yeager to

devise a system by which each office holder received credit

proportionate to the importance of his office. This was

accomplished by getting a jury of experts to weight the of-

fices in extra-curricular activities. The jury of experts

was nationally known individuals who had made a thorough

study of extra-curricular activities and their importance in

the school life of the student. There was a comparatively

low degree of disagreement in the weights for the various

assignments by the members of the jury. The mean weihts

for the activities are used as the values to be assigned to

each office in the extra-curricular program.

Administration of the Tests

The tests of this study were administered in the class-

rooms and gymnasium proper of the Men's and Women's Gymnasiums
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of North Texas State College at regular class periods dur-

ing the spring semester of 1948. One instructor was avail-

able to aid the investigator in the administration of each

of the tests.

1. Iowa-Brace Motor Ability Test.--The Iowa-Brace Test

consists of twenty-one events in the nature of stunts. How-

ever, a student is tested with only ten of the twenty-one

stunts. Six batteries of ten stunts each have been drawn

up for age groups of each of the two sexes.

The Iowa-Brace Test was administered as suggested by

McCloy.3 5  The students were arranged in two lines about

ten feet apart with six feet between the participants in

each line. Each student was given a score card on which he

wrote his name. He then'exchanged the card with the student

opposite him in order that they could score each other. 
A

sample of the scoring card used is given in the appendix.

A full explanation of the scoring procedure was then

given by the investigator. If the student failed on the

first attempt he was given a second trial. A zero was

marked for failure to perform the stunt correctly and an

"X" was marked for successful performance of the stunt.

Two points were given for performing the stunt correctly on

the first attempt and one point was given for performing

the stunt correctly on the second trial. The highest pos-

sible score was twenty.

35MolCoy, . cit., pp. 74-75
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One row of students was seated on the floor for the

purpose of scoring the other row of students. The test was

then fully explained and an incorrect demonstration given

of each stunt with pointers on what constituted failure of

the stunt. After each incorrect demonstration, a correct

demonstration was given of each stunt. The row of students

standing performed five of the ten stunts. A thorough ex-

planation and demonstration was given for each stunt before

the students attempted the stunt. The students were not

allowed to practice the stunt before their first trial.

After the students in the first row had completed five of

the ten stunts they were seated on the floor to grade the

other row. The students of the second row performed the

five stunts previously performed by those of the first row.

They then performed five new stunts. This was continued

until both rows had completed all ten of the stunts. The

Motor Ability Tests were collected as the students left.

2. Otis Intelligence Test--The Otis Intelligence Test

was administered according to directions given in the Manual

of Directions for the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability

Test, Gamma Test, Form Am.3
6  The investigator carefully

explained the directions to the students. The subjects were

guaranteed confidential treatment of the findings. Tests

were passed out to the students with the instructions to

read only the first page, to fill in the blanks, and to an-

swer the sample blanks on that page.

360tis, p. cit.., pp. 2-3



After the investigator was sure that all of the stu-

dents understood the directions, he directed the students

to turn to page two, which was the Answer Sheet, and tear

it off. The students were then given directions as to how

they should use the Answer Sheet by a demonstration. The

investigator then explained to the students that they were

not expected to answer all of the questions but to do the

best they could. The students were told they had thirty

minutes to spend on the test. As soon as everything was in

readiness the investigator gave the signal for the students

to start. The time the test was started and the time the

test would end were written on the board in order to elimi-

nate any possible mistake in timing. As soon as the thirty

minutes were up the students were directed to lay down

their pencils. The Answer Sheets and Test Booklets were

then collected.

3. Dugan Interest Questionnaire--The Interest

Questionnaire was administered according to the 
directions

set forth by Duggan.
3 7 Each student was given a question-

naire and allowed to read the directions at the top 
of the

first page. The investigator then explained that they were

to circle "L" if they liked an item of the questionnaire;

that they were to circle "I" if they were indifferent toward

an item; that they were to circle "D" if they disliked an

item. The students were directed to answer all the items,

37 Duggan, *. o cit., p. 22
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to work as rapidly as possible, and to record their first

impressions. There was no time limit on the questionnaire.

The students were not allowed to talk to each other in

order to obtain the true interest and knowledge of the

items of the questionnaire of each subject.

The test administered to the subjects of the present

study was the same as Duggan's with the exception of a

few questions which were eliminated because they applied

only to women. The papers were scored with a key from

Duggan's study. Part VII was excluded entirely in the

questionnaire taken of the subjects of the present study.

The Interest Questionnaires were collected as the students

left the room.

4. Bernreuter Personality Test--The Bernreuter

Personality Test was administered to the 100 majors and

non-majors participating in the present study in accordance

with the directions set forth by Bernreuter.
38  No instruc-

tions were necessary except those appearing on the blank.

To insure understanding of the instructions, the investi-

gator read them aloud while the students being tested read

them silently. The investigator explained that each stu-

dent should interpret the questions for himself so that

none of the questions would be invalidated. Each student

was urged to cooperate thoroughly and to be sincere in his

answers in order to obtain more accurate results. The

38 Bernreuter, o2. cit., p. 4
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exact nature of the traits being measured were not revealed

before the subjects finished as directed by Bernreuter.

The subjects were guaranteed confidential treatment of the

findings. There was no time limit. The Personality Tests

were collected as the students left the room.

5. Yeager Leadership Test--The Yeager Leadership

Test was administered in accordance with directions set

forth by the author. The students were told that the ques-

tionnaire intended to disclose their participation in extra-

curricular activities but only while enrolled at North Texas

State College. For each office or position held the stu-

dents were directed to put an "X" in the blank beside it.

If they had held such an office twice or more they were

directed to put the number of "X
ts" in the blank equivalent

to the number of times they had held the position. The

students were directed to work accurately and rapidly and

to be sincere in their answers in order to obtain accurate

results. There was no time limit. The Leadership Tests

were collected as the students left the room.

A few of the extracurricular activities listed in

Yeager's Test were eliminated because they would not apply

to the situation of the present study.

Treatment of the Data

The five tests used in the present study were scored

and tabulated. Data from the five tests were treated

statistically. Statistical computations on each of the



tests were made to determine for both the major and non-

major group: 3 9

1. The range

2. The median

3. The mean

4. Quartile one and three

5. The standard deviation

6. The standard error of the mean

7. The standard error of the standard deviation

8. The difference between the means of the major and

non-major groups

9. The difference between the standard deviations of

the major and non-major groups

10. The standard error of the difference between the

means of the major and non-major groups

11. The standard error of the difference between the

standard deviations of the major and non-major

groups

12. The critical ratio of the means

13. The critical ratio of the standard deviations

In order to judge the significance of the size of the

standard error of the means, of the difference of the means,

of the standard error of the standard deviations, and of

the difference of the standard deviations, the investigator

chose the .05 level of accuracy as proposed by Fisher
4 O

H. E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education

40R. A. Fisher, The Desi of Experiments, 15-16, 38-43
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and reported by Garrett to be acceptable as standard for

most experimental work.41 The .05 level of accuracy for

each measure was obtained by finding t 1.96. of the stand-

ard error for each measure. The results of the computa-

tion mark the limits between which are found ninety-five

percent of the cases in a normal distribution.

In order to judge the significance of the difference

between the means of the ajor and of the non-major Groups

and the significance of the difference between the stand-

ard deviations of the major an' of the non-major groups

in the various tests used in the study, the standard error

of the difference of the means and the standard error of

the difference of the standard deviations were computed.

A critical ratio was computed by dividing- the difference

of the means by the standard error of the difference of

the means. Likewise, a critical ratio was computed by

dividing the difference of the standard deviations by the

standard error of.the difference of the standard deviations.

In each case the critical ratio of the given measure was

compared with the value of 1.96 which in the positive

and negative directions marks off the limits within which

are ninety-five percent of the cases in a normal distri-

bution.

41 Garrett, op. cit., pp. 187-203
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Formulation of the Sumary, Conclusions, and
Recommendations for Further Study

A summary of the study and of the findings was made and

conclusions were drawn from the findings of the data. Re-

commendations for further studies were made.



CHAPTER III

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

The findings of the study are presented in this chap-

ter.

Iowa-Brace Motor Ability Test

The scores on the Iowa-Brace Motor Ability Test made

by fifty undergraduate men majors and fifty undergraduate

men non-majors in physical education at North Texas State

College are presented in Table 2.

TABLE 2

DISTHISUTION OF SCORES FOR THE IOWA-BRAE MOTOR ABILITY

TEST FOR FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE EEN iAJOFRS AND FIFTY

UNDERGRADUATE MEN NON-VrAJORiS IN PHYSICAL

EDUCATION AT NORTH TEXAS STATE COLLEGE

~cores in Tem~sof Points Number of Students
T !ores in Terr s Non-Majors

18 - 20 163

15 -17 23 18

12 - 14 8 17

9 - 11 1 8

6-8 2 3

3-5 0 1

0 -2 0 0

N = 50 NH_50

The scores range from eight to twenty for the major

group and from five to twenty for 
the non-major groups.

Individuals in both the major and non-major groups 
attained

41
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the highest possible score of twenty. However, the major

group surpasses the non-major Group 
in that sixteen major

students made scores in the highest interval of eighteen 
-

twenty, whereas only three non-majors made scores in the

highest interval. Two members of the major group made a

low score of eight, whereas one member 
of the non-major

group made a low score of five.

TABLE 3

COMPARISON OF MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY ON IOWA-BRACE

MOTOR ABILITY TEST ADIhMINISIiED TO FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE

NEN1 MJORS AND FIFTY UNDFRGRiA)DUATE IVEN NON-AJORS IN

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AT NORTH TEXAS 
STATE COLLEGE

Tew-Bat 16.32 16 .406 13.59 13.42 .424 4.39

In Table 3 measures of central tendency are presented

f or the Iowa-Bra ce Mot or Ability T esat 
f or f if ty under-

graduate men majjorss and fifty under 
aduate men non--majors

in physical education at North Texas 
State Coilege- The

median score f or the ma jor group is 16.32. The median

score for the non-ma jor ;roup is 13.39. The mean score for

the ma jor group is sixteen. The mean score for the non-

ma jor group is 13.42. The ma jor group surpasses the non-

ma jor group on the Iowa-Brace Motor 
Ability Test as indicated

by both measures of central tendency.
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The reliability of the mean for the major group was

determined by computinQ the standard error of the mean,/rm

which is .406. The significance of the standard error of

the mean for the major group at the .05 level of accuracy

is .80. At this level the probability is ninety-five

chances out of one hundred that the mean of sixteen 
ob-

tained for the major group on the Iowa-Brace Motor Ability

Test does not vary from the true mean by more than 
.80.

That is, the true mean falls between 15.20 and 16.80.

According to Garrett
1 "the sampling error allowable in a

mean depends upon the purpose of the experiment; 
the stan-

dards of accuracy set up, the units in terms of which

measurement is made and other factors." Interpreting the

findings of the significance of the standard 
error of the

mean on the .05 level of accuracy in terms of the unit of

measurement in the Iowa-Brace Motor Ability Test, namely

a separate and distinct stunt, the investigator concludes

that the obtained mean of sixteen for the majors 
has a

desirable degree of reliability.

The reliability of the mean for the non-major group

was determined by computing the standard error of the 
mean,

which is .424. The significance of the standard error of

the mean f or the non-major group at the .05 level of ac-

curacy is .83. At this level the probability is ninety-five

chances out of one hundred that the mean of 13.42 obtained

1H. E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education,

p. 187
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for the non-major group on the Iowa-Brace Motor Ability

Test does not vary from the true mean by more than -. 83.

That is, the true mean falls between 12.59 and 14.25. The

obtained mean of 13.42 for the non-majors has a desirable

degree of reliability.

The difference between the means for the two groups

is .587. The critical ratio for the difference in the

means of the two groups is 4.39. This ratio is 2.2 times

as large as necessary to be considered significant at the

.05 level of accuracy. Therefore, the difference in mean

scores is considered significant to distinguish the under-

graduate men majors and the undergraduate men non-majors

of the present study on the Iowa-Brace Motor Ability Test.

The variability of the scores was obtained by comput-

ing the quartiles and the standard deviations. Quartile

one for the major group is 14.69. Quartile three is 18.15.

The inter-quartile range is 3.46. Quartile one for the

non-major -group is 11.58. Quartile three for the non-major

group is 15.91. The inter-quartile range is 4.32. Quartile

one for the major group is 3.10 higher than quartile one

for the non-major group. Quartile three for the major

group is 2.25 higher than quartile three for the non-major

group.
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TABLE 4

COMPARISON OF THE VARIABILITY OF SCORED ON THE IOWA-BRACE

MOTOR ABILITY TEST ADMINISTERED TO FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE

MEN MA JORS AND F IFTY UJNDERQRADUATE MEN NON-MAJORS IN

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AT NORTH TEXAS STATE COLLEGE

Test Majors Non-Mgjors D&-%,.

N 50 N M- 50s___
- S.D. Q Q S.D. D

Iowa-Brace
Test 14.69 18.15 2.87 11.58 15.91 3.00 .311

The standard deviation for the major group is 2.87.

The standard deviation for the non-major group is 3.00.

In comparison with the non-majors, the fifty undergraduate

men majors in physical education of the present study

shows less variability in scores on the Iowa-Brace Motor

Ability Test as measured by the inter-quartile range and

the standard deviation.

The reliability of the standard deviation for the

major group was determined by computing the standard 
error,

which is .287. The significance of the standard error of

the standard deviation for the major group at the .05 
level

of accuracy is .56. At this level the probability is

ninety-five chances out of one hundred that the standard

deviation of 2.87 obtained for the major group on the Iowa-

Brace Motor Ability Test does not vary from the true 
standard

deviation by more than - .56. That is, the true standard

deviation falls between 2.31 and 3.43. The investigator
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concludes that the obtained standard deviation of 2.87 for

the majors has a desirable degree of reliability.

The reliability of the standard deviation for the non-

major group was determined by computing the standard 
error

of the standard deviation which is .30. The significance

of the standard error of the standard deviation for the

non-major group at the .05 level of accuracy is .59. It

may be stated with confidence that the standard 
deviation

for the non-major group on the Iowa-Brace Motor Ability

Test does not vary from the true standard deviation by more

than t .59. That is, the true standard deviation falls be-

tween 3.59 and 2.41. The obtained standard deviation of

3.0 for the non-major group has a desirable degree of re-

liability.

The difference between the standard deviations for the

two groups on the Iowa-Brace Motor Ability Test is .129.

The standard error of this difference is .415. The critical

ratio for the difference in the standard deviations of the

two groups is .31. This ratio is only .15 as large as nec-

essary to be considered significant at the .05 level of

accuracy. Therefore, the difference between the standard

deviation is not significant to distinguish the undergraduate

men majors and non-majors of the present study for the var-

iability of scores made on the Iowa-Brace Motor Ability Test.

In summary, it is concluded on the basis of the statis-

tical confirmation of the reliability of the mean scores 
and

of the significance of the difference in the mean scores of
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the two groups, that the major group of the present study

is distinctly superior to the non-major Group in motor

ability. This finding coincides with that reported by

Walke2 in a comparative study of 455 undergraduate men

majors and non-majors in physical education. Again, the

finding parallels that reported by Duggan
3 and by Cozens

and Cubberly in studies dealing with women majors in

physical education.

Otis Intelligence Test

The scores on the Otis Intelligence Test made by

fifty undergraduate men majors and fifty undergraduate

men non-majors in physical education at North Texas State

ColleGe are presented in Table 5.

The scores range from thirty-two to sixty-nine for

the major group and from twenty-nine to sixty-seven for

the non-major group. Two persons of the major group made

a high score of sixty-nine, whereas one person of the non-

major group made a high score of sixty-seven. One person

of the major group made a low score of thirty-three, whereas

one person of the non-major group made a low score of thirty-

one.

2Walke, OD. cit., p. 36

3 Duggan, op. cit., p. 93

4 Frederick W. Cozens and Hazel J. Cubberly, "Achievement

Scales in Physical Education for College Women," The Research

Quarterly of the American Physical Education Association, VI

(March, 1935), 14-23
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TABLE 5

DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR THE OTIS INTELLIGENCE TEST FOR

FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE MEN MAJORS AND FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE
MEN NON-MAJORS IN PHYSICAL EDUG NATION AT NORTH TEXAS

STATE COLLEGE

Scores in Terms of Points

68
65
62
59
56
53
50
47
44
41
38
35
32
29
26

- 70
- 67
-64
- 61
- 58
- 55
- 52
- 49
- 46
-43
-40
- 37
-34
- 31
- 28

Number of Students
Majors Non-Majors

3 0
2 3
2 7
1 5
46
5 2

5 2
5 1
6 3
4 5
5 10
5 3
3 1
0 2
O 0

N 50 N 50

In Table 6 measures of central tendency are presented

for the Otis Intelligence Test for fifty undergraduate men

majors and fifty undergraduate men non-majors in physical

education at North Texas State College. The median score

for the ma jor group is 47.7. The median score for the non-

major group is 49.5. The mean score for the major group

is 48.6. The mean score for the non-major group is 49.5.

The non-major group slightly surpasses the major group on

the Otis Intelligence Test as indicated by both measures

of central tendency.

I
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TABLE 6

COMPARISON OF THE MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY OF THE OTIS

INTELLIGENCE TEST ADMINISTERED TO FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE

iMiEN MAJORS AND FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE MEN NON-MAJORS

IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AT NORTH TEXAS STATE
COLLEGE

Majors Non-Majors D
Test N = 50 N = 50 MIM

md Me 6 Md Me y brD

Otis
Intelligence
Test 47.7 48.6 1.41 49.5 49.5 1.55 .61

The-reliability of the mean for the major group was

determined by computing the standard error of the mean

which is 1.41. The significance of the standard error of

the mean for the major group at the .,05 level of accuracy

is 2.76. At this level the probability is ninety-five

chances out of one hundred that the mean of 48.6 obtained

for the major group on the Otis Intelligence Test does

not vary from the true mean by more than 2.76. That is,

the true mean falls between 45.8 and 51.36. Interpreting

the findings of the significance of the standard error of

the mean of the .05 level of accuracy in terms of the unit

of measurement in the Otis Intelligence Test, namely, a

question with a positive and'set answer, the investigator

concludes that the obtained mean of 48.6 for the majors

has a fair degree of reliability.

The reliability of the mean for the non-major group

on the Otis Intelligence Test was determined by computing
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the standard error of the mean, which is 1.55. The signifi-

cance of the standard error of the mean for the non-major

group at the .05 level of accuracy is 5.03. At this level

the probability is ninety-five chances out of one hundred

that the mean of 49.5 obtained for the non-major group on

the Otis Intelligence Test does not vary from the truemean

by more than t 3.03. That is, the true mean falls between

46.47 and 52.83. The obtained mean of 49.5 for the non-

major group has a fair degree of reliability.

The difference between the means for the two groups is

.9. The standard error of this difference is 2.09. The

critical ratio for the difference in the means of the two

groups is .44. The critical ratio is only .22 as large as

necessary to be considered significant at the .05 level of

accuracy. Therefore, this difference is not considered

significant to distinguish the undergraduate men majors and

non-majors of the present study for the mean scores made on

the Otis-Intelligence Test.

The variability of the scores on the Otis Intelligence

Test was obtained by computing the quartiles and the standard

deviation. Quartile one for the major group is 40.2. Quartile

three is 55.2. The inter-quartile range is fifteen. Quartile

one for the non-major group is 39.45. Quartile three for

the non-major group is 60.0. The inter-quartile range is 20.55.

(uartile one for the major group is .75 higher than quartile

one for the non-major group. Quartile three for the major

group is 4.8 lower than quartile three for the non-major group.
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TALE 7

COMPARISON OF 1HE VARIABILITY OF SCORES ON THE OTIS INTELLI-

GENCE TEST ADMINISTERED TO FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE KEN MAJORS

AND FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE MEN NN-MAJORS IS PHYSICAL

EDUCAT ION A N ORTH TEXAS STATE COLLEGE

Test Majors Non-Majors D
N = 50 N - 50 6 5

S.D. Q Q3 S.D. rD6

Otis
Intelligence

Test 40.2 55.2 9.99 39.45 60 10.98 .392

The standard deviation for the major group is 9.99.

The standard deviation for the non-major group is 10.98.

The variability of scores for the Otis Intelligence 
Test is

less for the major group than for the non-major group when

measured by the inter-quartile range and the standard 
devia-

tion.

The reliability of - the standard deviation for the major

group was, determined by computing the standard 
error, which

is .999. The significance of the standard error of the

standard deviation for the major group at the .05 level of

accuracy is 1.95. At this level the probability is ninety-

five chances out of one hundred that the standard deviation

of 9.99 obtained for the major group on 
the Otis Intelli-

gence Test does not vary from the true 
standard deviation

by more than 1 1.95. That is, the true standard deviation

falls between 8.04 and 11.94. The investigator concludes

that the obtained standard deviation of 9.99 for the majors

has a desirable degree of reliability.
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The reliability of the standard deviation for the non-

major group was determined by computing the standard 
error

of the standard deviation which is 1.09. The significance

of the standard error of the standard deviation for the

non-major group at the .05 level of accuracy is 2.16. It

may be stated with confidence that the standard 
deviation

for the non-major group on the Otis Intelligence Test does

not vary from the true standard deviation by more than

2.16. That is, the true standard deviation falls between

8.82 and 13.14. The obtained standard deviation of 10.98

for the non-major Group has a desirable degree of reliability.

The difference in the standard deviations for the two

groups is .99. The standard error of this difference is

1.47. The critical ratio of the difference of the standard

deviations of the two groups is .67. The critical ratio is

only .33 as large as necessary to be considered significant

at the .05 level of accuracy. The difference in the standard

deviations is not significant to distinguish the under-

graduate men majors and non-majors of the present study 
for

the variability of scores made on the Otis Intelligence Test.

In surmary, the conclusion is reached after considera-

tion of the statistical confirmation of the reliability of

the mean and the difference of the means and of the signi-

ficance of the difference of the means that the fifty under-

graduate men majors and the fifty undergraduate men non-

majors in physical education of the present study cannot 
be

distinguished in intelligence as measured by the Otis
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Intelligence Test. Duggan reports that there is no sig-

nificant difference in mean intelligence scores of under-

graduate women majors and non-majors when the group from

each of the three institutions furnishing the subjects for

the study is considered separately.
5

Duggan Interest questionnaire

The Interest Questionnaire was scored by the weighted

scores evolved by Duggan
6 after determining through pre-

liminary studies that the plus sign could be used to in-

dicate the distinguishing preference of physical education

majors and the minus sign could be used to indicate the

distinguishing preference of non-majors. The scores on

the Duggan Interest Questionnaire made by fifty under-

graduate men majors and fifty undergraduate men non-majors

in physical education at North Texas State College 
are

presented in Table 8.

The scores range from fifty-one to 144 for the major

group and from - 62 to 111 for the non-major group. One

person of the major group made a high score of 144, whereas

one person of the non-major group made a high score of 111.

One person of the major group made a low score of fifty-one,

whereas one person of the non-major group made a low score

of - 62.

5 Duggan, 21. cit., p. 25

6 Ibid., p. 87
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TABLE 8

DISTiRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR THE DU.GAN INTEREST QUESTION-

NAIRE FOR FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE MIEN MAJORS AND FIFTY

UNDERGRADUATE 1 N NON-MAJORS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AT NORTH TEXAS STATE COLLEGE

Scores in Terms of Points Number of Students
MajorsNon-Majors

138- 148 3 0
127 137 5 0
116- 126 3 0

105- 115 7 2

94- 104 7 4
83-93 7 2

72 - 82 6 3
61 - 71 7 5

50 - 60 5 10
39 - 49 0 7
28 - 38 0 6
17 - 27 0 3
6 - 16 0 2

-4 -(-5 0 1

-15 -(-5) 0 2

-26 -(-16) 0 1

-37 -(-27) 0 0
-48 -(-38) 0 1
-59 -(-49)- 0 0
-70 -(-60-) 0 1

N=50 N=50

In Table 9 measures of central tendency are presented

for the Duggan Interest Questionnaire for fifty under-

graduate men majors and fifty non-majors in 
physical educa-

tion at North Texas State College. The median score for

the major group is 93.5. The median score for the non-

major group is 50.6. The mean score for the major group

is 94.6. The mean score for the non-major group is 46.86.

The pattern of interests of the major group indicated by

the median and mean scores on the Duggan Interest Questionnaire
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is in keeping with the findin.Cs of Duggan in testing the

interests of women majors and non-majors.
7

TABLE 9

GOMPAR ISON OF MEASURES OF E=TTRAL TElDEITOY ON THE DU( GAN

INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE ADT)INISTERED TO FIFTL UNDER-

GRADUATE EN MAJORS AN 1)FIFTY UND)EKGRADUATE MEN

NON-MA JORS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AT LO ITH

TEXAS STATE COLLEGE

Ma j or s Non-Majors D
Test N = 50 N = 50 M"

Md Me 6> Md Me 61 6D

Duggan
Interest
questionnaire 93.5 94.6 3.65 50.6 46.86 5.19 7.52

The reliability of the mean for the major group was

determined by computing the standard error of the mean

which is 3.65. The significance of the standard' error of

the mean for the major group at the .05 level of accuracy

is 7.22. At this level the probability is ninety-five

chances out of one hundred that the mean of 94.6 obtained

for the major group on the Duggan Interest Questionnaire

does not vary from the true mean by more than t 7.22. That

is, the true mean falls between 87.38 and 101.82. 
Inter-

pretin6 the findings of the significance of the standard

error of the mean of the .05 level of accuracy in terms 
of

the unit of measurement in the Duggan Interest Questionnaire,

namely an item with a computed positive or negative average

7bid., p. 14
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weight, the investigator concludes that the obtained 
mean

of 94.6 for the majors has a desirable degree of reliability.

The reliability of the mean for the non-major group

was determined by computing the standard error of the mean,

which is 5.19. The significance of the standard error of

the mean f or the non-major group at the .05 level of accu-

racy is 10.32. At this level the probability is ninety-

five chances out of one hundred that the mean of 46.86 ob-

tained for the non-major group on the Duggan Interest Ques-

tionnaire does not vary from the true mean by more than

t 10.32. That is, the true mean falls between 36.54 and

57.18. The obtained mean of 46.86 for the non-ma jor group

has a desirable degree of reliability.

The difference in the means for the two groups is 47.74.

The standard error of this difference is 6.34. The criti-

cal ratio for the difference in the means of the two groups

is 7.52. The critical ratio is 3.8 times as large as nec-

essary to be considered significant at the .05 level of ac-

curacy. Therefore, this difference is considered signifi-

cant to distinguish the undergraduate men majors and the

undergraduate men non-majors of the present study for the

mean scores made on the Duggan Interest Questionnaire.

The variability of the scores was obtained by computing

the quartiles and the standard deviations. Quartile one

for the major group is 72.4. Quartile three is 113.1. The

inter-quartile range is 40.7. Quartile one for the non-

major group is 30.25. Quartile three is 68.2. The



inter-quartile range is 37.95. Quartile one for the major

group is 42.15 higher than quartile one for the non-major

group. Quartile three for the major group is 44.9 higher

than quartile three for the non-major group.

TABLE 10

COMPARISON OF THE VARIABILITY OF SCORES ON THE DUGGAN

INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE ADMI ISTERED TO FIFTY UNDER-
GRADUATE MEN KAJORS AND FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE MEN

NON-PAJORS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AT NORTH
TEXAS STATE COLLEGE

Test Majors Non-Majors
N = 50 N = 50 ___

Q3 S.D Q, 3 3.1).6-Dr

Duggan
Interest
Questionnaire 72.4 113.1 25.85 30.25 68.2 36.7 2.42

The standard deviation for the major group is 25.85.

The standard deviation for the non-major group is 36.74.

The variability of scores for the Duggan Interest Question-

naire is less for the non-Thajor group than for the major

group when measured by the inter-quartile range, but the

variability of scores is less for the major group than for

the non-major group when measured by the standard deviation.

The reliability of the standard deviation for the

major group was determined b computing the standard error,

which is 2.58. The significance of the standard error of

the standard deviation for the major group at the .05 level

of accuracy is 5.10. At this level the probability is

ninety-five chances out of one hundred that the standard

deviation of 25.85 obtained for the major gr oup on the
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DuGgan Interest questionnaire toes not vary from the true

standard deviation by more than 5.10. That is., the true

stanfar2 "eviation falls between 20.75 an 30.95. The in-

vestigator concludes that the obtained standard deviation

of 25.85 for the majors has a desirable decree of relia-

bility.

The reliability of the standard deviation for the non-

major group was determined by computing the standard error

of the standard deviation which is 3.67. The significance

of the standard error of the standard deviation for the

non-major group at the -05 level of accuracy is 7.26. It

may be stated with confidence that the standard deviation

for the non-major group on the Duggan Interest question-

naire does not vary from the true standard deviation by

more than 7.26. That is, the true standard deviation

falls between 29.48 and 44.0. The obtained standard de-

viation of 36.74 for the non-major group has a desirable

degree of reliability.

The difference in the standard deviations for the two

groups is 10.89. The standard error of this difference is

4.49. The critical ratio for the difference in the standard

deviations of the two groups is 2.42. The critical ratio

is 1.22 times as large as necessary to be considered signi-

ficant at the .05 level of accuracy. This difference is

significant to distinguish the undergraduate men majors and

non-majors of the present study for the variability of scores

made on the Duggan Interest Questionnaire. In summary, it
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is concluded on the basis of the statistical confirmation

of the reliability of the mean scores and of the signifi-

cance of the difference in the mean scores of the two

groups that the major and non-major groups of the present

study can be readily distinguished with reference 
to their

differential pattern of interests as measured by the

Duggan Interest questionnaire. The findings parallel that

reported by Duggan. 8

Table 11 presents the distribution of scores on each

item of the Duggan Interest Questionnaire to show the ex-

pressed preferences which distinguish the undergraduate

men physical education majors from the non-majors of the

present study. In Table 11 the column headed with L shows

the number of subjects who like each iterm of the Duggan

Interest Questionnaire; the column headed with I shows the

number of subjects who are indifferent toward each item;

and the column headed with D shows the number of subjects

who dislike each item.

In recreations and amusements the physical education

majors show a decided preference for the following items

which are listed in rank order:

1. Visiting Friends Informally

2. Basketball

3. Movies

4. Baseball

8Ibid., pp. 70-71
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5. Swimming

6. Radio Programs

7. Amusement Parks

8. Picnics

9. Social Dancing

10. Tennis

In recreations and amusements the non-ma jors show a decided

preference for the following items which are listed 
in rank

order:

1. Movies

2. Picnics

3. Automobiling

4. Radio Programs

5. Musical Comedies

6. Swimming

7. Visiting Friends Informally

8. Amusement Parks

9. Tennis

10. Baseball

It is interesting to note that in the top ten ranking items

in recreations and amusements both the majors and non-

majors select visiting friends informally, movies, baseball,

swimming, radio programs, amusement parks, picnics, and

tennis. The majors select basketball and social dancing to

rank in the top ten items, whereas the non-majors differ to

select automobiling anii musical comedies to rank in the top

ten items.
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In recreations and amusements the physical education

majors show dislike for the following items which are

listed in rank order:

1. Writing Poetry

2. Writing Stories

3. Sewing

4. Writing Articles

5. Interpretive Dancing

6. Playing Violin

7. Concerts

8. Wivriting Letters

9. Fortune Tellers

10. Making Formal Calls

In recreations and amusements the non-majors show dislike

for the following items which are listed in rank order:

1. Sewing

2. Writing Poetry

3. Writing Stories

4. Fortune Tellers

5. Writing Letters

6. Writing Articles

7. Folk Dancing

8. Making Formal Calls

9. Reading With One or More

10. Playing Violin

In the lower ten ranking items in recreations and amuse-

ments both the majors and non-majors show dislike for
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writing poetry, writing stories, sewing, fortune tellers,

writing articles, playing violin, writin letters, and

making formal calls. The majors show dislike for inter-

pretive dancing and concerts to 
rank these items in the

lower ten items, whereas the non-majors differ 
to show

dislike for folk dancing and. readin with one or more to

rank these items in the lower ten items.

TABLE 11

DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON EACH ITE OF THE DUGGAN INTEREST

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE MEN MAJORS AND

FIFTY UNDER-GRADUATE MEN NON-I/LJORLS IN PHSICAL

EQUATION AT NORTH TEXAS STATE COLLEGE

Interest- ajorsNon-Majors
InteestN = 50 N = 50

Part I. Recreations and
Amusements L I D

Amusement Parks 46 4 0 41 7 2

Animal Zoos 41 8 1 39 9 2

Archery 33 17 0 28 21 1

Art Galleries 9 28 13 12 31 7

Automobiling 43 7 0 45 5 0

Badminton 39 10 1 32 15 8

Banquets 26 19 5 26 7 7

Baseball 48 2 0 40 9 1

Basketball 49 1 0 39 10 1

Bicycling 41 9 0 31 17 2

Bowling 41 5 4 39 11 0

Bridge 15 128 716 19 15
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TABLE 11--Continued

Interest Majors Non-Majors

N ~____ ___-=-
Part I. Recreations and -

Amusements L I D L I D

Camping 40 9 1 37 16 7

Canoeing 39 10 1 39 9 2

Checkers 23 17 10 29 12 9

Chess 13 23 14 12 23 15

Concerts 12 16 22 18 16 16

Croquet 31 18 1 24 25 1

Crossword Puzzles 19 17 14 15 21 14

Drawing 11 21 18 20 22 8

EintertainingG uest 30 16 4 26 20 4

Fencing 10 29 11 13 29 8

Folk Dancing 23 13 14 9 21 20

Fortune Tellers 9 22 19 6 19 25

Gardening 18 18 14 18 19 13

Golf 42 7 1 27 17 6

Hockey 37 11 2 17 26 7

Horseback Riding 40 10 0 38 9 3

Horseshoes 34 15 1 28 17 5

Iceskating 33 16 1 20 27 3

Interpretative Dancing 11 15 24 8 27 15

Jigsaw Puzzles 21 22 7 15 27 8

Lectures 16 18 16 15 25 10

Making Formal Calls 11 20 19 11 19 20

Mountain Climbing 26 19 5 28 16 8
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TABLE 11--Continued

Interest Ma jors Non-Majors
N = 50 N = 50

Part I. Recreations and
Amusements L I D L I D

Movies 49 0 1 47 2 1

Mus eums 30 16 4 36 12 2

Musical Comedies 43 6 1 44 5 1

Painting 12 21 17 16 22 12

Picnics 45 4 1 46 4 0

Ping Pong 42 7 1 40 8 2

Playing Piano 17 28 5 19 26 5

Playing Violin 3 25 22 6 26 18

Poker 38 6 6 35 9 6

Quoits 17 25 8 6 32 12

Radio Programs 47 2 1 45 4 1

Reading Alone 35 11 4 37 7 6

Reading With One or More 14 25 11 12 19 19

Receptions 14 21 15 13 29 8

Roller Skating 39 8 3 32 10 8

Sewing 4 17 29 3 15 32

Skiing 20 25 5 18 29 3

Soccer 34 10 6 22 23 5

Social Dancing 45 2 3 36 7 7

Sun Bathing 40 8 2 35 13 2

Swimming 47 3 0 44 4 2'

Tap Dancing 11 25 14 6 29 15

Tennis 44 4 2 40 9 1
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TABLE 11--Continued

Interest !.ajor Non-ajor s
N=50 =50

Part I. Recreations and
Amusements L I D L I D

Theatre 38 8 4 40 8 2

Tobogganing 29 17 4 19 28 3

Visiting Friends
Informally 50 0 0 44 4 2

Walking Alone 22 15 13 30 12 8

Walking With Others 41 9 0 40 7 3

WritinC Articles 8 16 26 14 15 21

Writing Letters 12 18 20 10 15 25

WritinG Poetry 3 11 36 8 14 28

Writing Stories 5 12 33 11 12 27

Part II. Extracurricular
Activities L I D L I D

Annual

Athletic Association

Choral Club

Dance Club

Debating society

Dramatic Club

Greek Letter Societies

H ikin Club

Intramural Athletics

Interscholastic Athletics

Language Clubs

35

49

5

17

4

9

6

42

50

48

9

11

25

24

25

18

23

5

0

2

20

4

0

20

9

21

23

21

0

0

21

28

30

10

23

12

10

23

36

4

6

20

17

26

18

25

26

26

21

12

28

2

3

14

9

13

14

15

6

2

14

16
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TABLE 11-- Continued

Interest Ma jora Non-Mao r s
N=0 N-50

Part II. Extracurricular
Activities L I D L I D

Literary Societies 7 26 17 6 28 16

Ma1az me 45 5 0 33 15 2

Newspaper 48 2 0 35 14 1

Oratorical Society 5 24 23 5 37 8

Orchestra 30 11 9 26 18 6

Outing Club 41 8 1 26 22 2

Religious Organizations 24 18 3 20 23 7

Scholarship Societies 24 19 7 17 30 3

Sports Clubs 48 2 0 37 13 0

Student Government 33 11 6 24 21 5

Welfare and Social Service 35 10 5 20 28 2

Part III. Characteristics
of Work L I D L I D

Active Work 45 4 1 40 7 3

Carrying Out Plans 38 11 1 39 9 2

Dangerous Work 20 17 13 9 25 16

Long Hours Good Salary 35 12 3 28 7 15

Indoor Work 14 20 16 17 19 14

Initiating Own Plans 36 12 2 40 7 3

Noncompetitive Work 10 24 16 15 19 16

Original Work 34 15 1 41 5 4
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TABLE 11--Continued

Interest MajorsNon- a ors
N o=n5 0 N-=

Part III. Characteristics
of Work L I D L I D

Outdoor Work

Routine Mechanical Work

Safe Quiet Work

Sedentary Work

Slow Careful Work

Work in Same Place

Working Alone

Work in Different Places

Directing Others

Short Hours Small Salary

Fast, Rapid Work

Following Directions

Working With People

Work Involving Competi-
tion

Attention to Details

Working With Others

Involving Little Respon-
sibility

Working With Things

Involving Much Respon-
sibility

Work Requiring Enthusiasm

46

18

12

4

9

11

12

41

37

3

30

24

45

41

27

45

9

39

27

43

3

17

25

36

24

20

14

5

8

8

16

20

4

7

20

5

25

10

19

6

1

15

13

10

17

19

24

4

5

39

4

6

1

2

3

0

16

1

4

1

37

11

19

5

11

10

12

35

33

3

23

15

42

30

25

44

10

37

18

42

9

14

21

37

14

14

16

8

10

8

17

26

6

13

21

6

25

8

23

6

4

25

10

8

25

26

22

7

7

39

10

9

2

7

4

0

15

5

9

2
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TABLE 11--Continued

int eres t Majors Non-Ma jors
N=50N=50

Part III. Characteristics
of Work LjIID L I D

Work Yielding Quick
Results

Work Requiring Patience

Work Yielding Slow
Results

InvolvinE Broad Planning

Part IV .A,.Literary
Preferences

Adventure Stories

Biographies

Essays

Love Stories

Mystery Stories

Philosophical Books

Plays

Poetry

Religious Books

Scientific Treatises

Part IV. B. Magazines

American-

37

17

7

21

L

41

31

17

15

41

13

19

15

18

12

L

34

12

23

20

18

I

7

15

19

17

4

22

18

17

22

25

I

14

1

10

23

11

D

2

4

14

18

5

15

13

18

10

13

D

2

I 1:-I 2
40

16

4

20

L

44

34

18

11

29

17

18

15

12

19

L

31

8

21

19

20

I

5

10

19

25

14

21

22

20

24

20

I

17

-52

2

13

27

10

D

6

13

14

7

12

10

15

14

11

D

2

30 1 7American Mercury
141413

I
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TABLE II--Continued

Interest Majors~~~ Non-Majors

N= 50 N - 5

Part IV. B. kaazines

Arts and Decoration 8 23 19 12 29 9

Asia 5 36 9 8 36 6

Atlantic Monthly 25 19 6 24 20 6

Ballyhoo 836 6 540

Bird Lore 10 26 14 8 29 13

Bo okman 4 36 10 6 37 7

Classical Journal 6 26 18 7 33 10

College Humor 44 6 0 30 18 2

Colliers 48 2 0 45 5 0

Cosmopolitan 29 17 4 30 13 7

Country Gentleman 25 21 4 25 18 7

Current History 16 26 8 15 26 9

Drama 9 22 19 7 32 11

Delineator 3 351 16 0 43 7

Etude 7 37 6 5 36 9

Forum 6 33 11 10 30 10

Golden Book 6 33 11 4 41 5

Golf er's Magazine 31 15 4 13 31 6

Good Housekeeping 25 18 7 15 26 9

Harper's Magazine 23 23 4 22 26 2

Harper's Bazaar 20 24 6 16 30 4

House and Garden 7 35 8 15 26 9

T-Tnise Beautiful 15 25 10 18 24 8
I 9 TI I %J I A " %-.* L-" "W - -- ---
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TAI3LE ll--Continued

Interest Ma jors Non-Ma jors
Na50__ ____N 50

Part IV. B. Magazines L IID LL I D L41?
Hygeia

Journal of Chemical
Education

Journal of Health and
Physical Education

Journal of Political
Economy

Ladies Home Journal

Liberty

Life

Literary Digest

Mc Call's Macazine

Mentor

Mind

Modern Art

Modern Screen

Musical Courier

Nation

Nat'l. Ed. Assn. Journal

National G-eographic

Nature

New Outlook

New Republic

Outlook

9

47

15

16

41

47

29

24

7

5

10

28

8

22

21

28

33

21

19

18

23

2

26

26

8

3

18

19

35

38

24

16

29

23

21

20

13

25

28

26

1 9 29

13 30

18

9

8

1

0

3

7

8

7

16

6

13

5

8

2

4

4

3

6

30

28

9

2

18

16

37

38

31

26

37

30

38

13

21

34

35

12

7

8

12

1

2

4

5

5

4

10

5

6

3

4

3

4

4

3

12

10

40

46

28

29

7

8

9

19

7

17

8

34

25

12

12

7 41 1 2

I

31 115 4121 J24 15
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TABLE ll--Continued

Interest Majors Non-Ma ors
N = 50 N = 50

Part IV. B. Magazines
L I D L I D

Photoplay 32 15 3 22 24 4

Physical Culture 36 11 3 17 27 6

Pictorial Review 15 31 4 19 28 3

Popular Astronomy 16 24 10 15 29 6

Popular Science 32 15 3 38 10 2

Readers' Digest 49 0 1 47 2 1

Red Book 20 25 5 26 21 3

Review of Reviews 10 32 8 16 32 2

Saturday Evening Post 47 3 0 47 3 0

School and Society 20 24 6 12 33 5

Science 24 18 8 28 19 3

Scribner's 14 30 6 10 36 4

Snappy Stories 24 22 4 15 30 5

Sportsman 49 0 1 34 14 2

Stage 11 26 13 10 32 8

Survey 8 35 7 10 37 3

Theatre Arts ]M1onthly 13 21 16 7 36 7

Time 46 2 2 48 2 0

Town and Country 23 22 5 18 29 3

Travel 36 11 3 27 20 3

True Stories 34 7 9 12 19 19

Vanity Fair 13 28 9 10.34 6

Vogue 17 22 11 7 36 7
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TABLE 11--Continued

-- tMajorsNon-Majors
N = 50____ _ 50

Part IV. B. Magazines
L I D L I D

Whiz Bang 15 27 8 7 36 7

Woman's Home Companion 11 30 9 8 32 10

World Events 37 10 3 21 27 2

Part V. Characteristics
of People L I D L I D

Aggressive People 39 7 4 26 14 10

Awkward People 1 23 26 0 26 24

Cordial People 38 10 2 31 19 0

Daring People 29 19 2 15 21 4

Dependent People 28 11 11 20 17 13

Distant, Reserved People 5 31 14 7 28 15

Extravagant People 5 22 23 11 27 12

Emotional People 8 22 20 8 22 20

Energetic People 44 6 0 43 6 1

Frank People 42 7 1 44 5 1

Girls Who Pet 35 11 4 32 15 3

Good sports 50 0 0 43 7 0

Impulsive People 7 29 24 16 24 10

Independent People 29 15 6 38 11 1

Lackadaisical People 2 38 10 4 40 6

Loyal People 50 0 0 45 5 0

0 12 38Map.sculine Women 7 20 2--3
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TABLE 11--Continued

Interest Majors Non-Majors
N 5c N =_50

Part V. Characteristics
of People L I D L I D

Self-confident People 43 6 1 39 10 1

Socially Minded People 26 20 4 31 16 3

Submissive People 4 37 9 12 20 18

Unconventional People 6 30 14 12 25 13

Very Intellectual People 23 23 4 27 18 5

Belligerent People 2 24 24 2 29 19

Cautious People 22 27 1 14 32 4

Men Who Drink 6 32 12 9 26 15

Optimistic People 21 25 4 26 24 0

Outstanding Leaders 45 5 0 35 14 1

People With Self-control 50 0 0 44 6 0

People With Strict Morals 16 30 4 19 25 6

People With Artistic
Taste 15 27 8 23 14 3

People Tho Dress Care-
lessly 4 12 34 7 16 27

People 'Who Like To Play
Games 45 5 0 26 21 3

People Who Feel Inferior 2 31 17 3 30 17

People Who Feel Superior 5 15 30 3 14 33

People With Excellent
Physique 28 21 1 20 28 2

Punctual People 47 2 1 30 20 0

Religious People 28 21 1 27 20 3

Secretive People 7 29 14 3 22 25
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TABLE 11--Continued

-rMa Jors Non-Majors
N=50_N 50

Part V. Characteristics
of People L I D L I D

SelfI-centered People 5 16 29 5 18 27

Well-groomed People 46 3 1 38 12 0

Women Who Drink 6 21 23 12 18 20

Women Who Smoke 6 22 22 7 25 18

Women Who Chew Gum 11 35 4 14 31 5

Women Who Swear 1 10 39 5 17 28

Part VI, School
Subjects L I D L I D

Ancient Languages

Art

Biology

Botany

Chemistry

Dramatics

English Composition

History

Home Economics

Public Speaking

ReliGious Education

Literature

Mathematics

Modern Languages

4

5

28

25

16

12

12

20

11

23

20

14

24

12

11

25

16

14

19

19

7

22

29

18

20

13

16

21

35

20

6

11

15

19

31

8

10

9

10

23

10

17

20

17

19

18

18

15

13

26

6

17

11

20

24

15

22

19

18

20

19

21

16

12

25

23

28

19

16

23

8

14

13

12

13

14

21

12

19

10

11

11

10

12
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TABLE 11--Continued

Ma jor s Non-MaJors
Interest N~ = 50

Part VI. School
Subjects L I D L I D

Music 24 16 10 23 19 8

Personal Hygiene 44 6 0 27 17 6

Physical Education 50 0 0 38 11 1

Physics 17 16 17 24 19 7

Physiology 40 8 2 18 30 2

Psychology 35 14 1 37 12 1

Sociology 31 17 2 24 22 4

Zoology 25 17 8 19 24 7

In extracurricular activities the physical education

majors show a decided preference for the following 
items

which are listed in rank order:

1. Intramural Athletics

2. Athletic Association

3. Interscholastic Athletics

4. Sports Clubs

5. Newspaper

In extracurricular activities the non-majors show a 
decided

preference for the following items which are listed 
in rank

order:

1. Sports Clubs

2. Intramural Athletics
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3. Newspaper

4. Interscholastic Athletics

5. Magazine

In the top five ranking items in extracurricular activities

both the majors and non-majors select intramural athletics,

interscholastic athletics, sports clubs, and newspapers.

The majors select athletic associations to rank in the top

five item, whereas the non-majors differ to select magazines

to rank in the top five items.

In extracurricular activities the physical education

majors show dislike for the following items which are

listed in rank order:

1. Dramatic Club

2. Debating Society

3. Oratorical Society

4. Greek Letter Societies

5. Language Clubs

In extracurricular activities the non-majors show dislike

for the following items which are listed in rank order:

1. Literary Societies

2. Language Clubs

3. Greek Letter Societies

4. Choral Club

5. Dramatic Club

In the lower five ranking items in extracurricular activi-

ties both the ma jors and non-majors show dislike for drama-

tic clubs, Greek letter societies, and language clubs. The
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ma jors snow dislil e -or debating societies Cand oraatorical

societies to ranm these items in the lower five items,

whereas the non-majors differ to sow dislike for literary

societies and choral clubs to rank these items in the lower

five items.

In characteristics of work the physical education

majors show a decided preference for the following items

which are listed in rank order:

1. Outdoor Work

2. Working With Others

3. Active Work

4. orking With People

5. Work RequirinF Ethusiasm

In characteristics of work the non-ma jors show a decided

preference for the following items which are listed in rank

order:

1. Working with Others

2. Work RequirinG Eathusiasm

3. Working With People

4. Original Work

5. Work Yielding Quick Results

In the top five ranking items in characteristics of work

both the majors and non-majors select working with others,

work requiring enthusiasm, and working with people. The

majors select active work and outdoor work to rank in

the top five items, whereas the non-majors differ
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to select original work and work yielding quick results

to rank in the top five items.

In characteristics of work the physical education

majors show dislike for the followin j items which are

listed in rank order

1. Short Hours Small Salary

2. Working Alone

3. Work Yielding Slow Results

4. Work in Same Place

5. Slow areful Work

In characteristics of work the non-majors show Jislike for

the following items which are listed in rank order:

1. Short Hours Small Salary

2. Work Yielding Slow results

3. Work in Same Place

4. Routine Mechanical Work

5. Slow Careful ,ork

In the lower five rankiinG items in characteristics of work

both the majors and non-majors show dislike for short hours

small salary, work yielding slow results, work in the same

place, and slow careful work. The majors show dislike for

working alone to rank this item in the lower five items,

whereas the non-majors differ to show dislike for routine

mechanical work to rant this item in the lower five items.

In literature the physical education majors show a

decided preference for the following items which are listed

in rank order:
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1. Adventure Stories

2. Mystery Stories

.1 Biographies

4. Plays

5. Religious Books

In literature the non-majors show a decided preference 
for

the following items which are listed in rank order:

1. Adventure Stories

2. Biographies

3. Mystery Stories

4. Scientific Treatises

5. Plays

In the top five ranking items in literature both the majors

and non-majors select adventure stories, mystery stories,

biographies, and plays. The majors select religious books

to rank in the top five items, whereas the non-majors differ

to select scientific treatises to rank in the top five items.

In literature the physical education majors show dis-

like for the following; items which are listed in rank or-

der:

1. Love Stories

2. Poetry

3. Philosophical Books

4. Essays

5. Scientific Treatises

In literature the non-majors show dislike for the followinG

items which are listed in rank order:
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1. Poetry

2. Religious Books

3. Love Stories

4. Essays

5. Philosophical Books

In the lower ive raninv items in literature both the

majors and non-majors show disli-e for love stories, poetry,

philosophical books, and essays. The majors show dislike

for scientific treatises to ran this item in the lower

five item whereas the non-majors differ to show dislike

for religious boo-is to rank this item in the lower five

items.

In maazines the physical education majors show a

decided preference for the following items which are listed

in rank order:

1. Sportsman

2. Readers' Digest

3. Colliers

4. Life

5. Saturday Evening Post

6. Journal of Health and Physical Ediucation

7. Time

8. College Humor

9. Liberty

10. World Events

In maazines the non-ma jors show a decided preference for

the following items which are listed' in rank order:
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1. Time

2. Saturday Evening Post

3. Readers' DiLest

4. Life

5. Colliers

6. Liberty

7. Popular Science

8. Sportsman

9. National Geographic

10. American

In the top ten ranking: items in magazines both the majors

and non-majors select Sportsman, Reader' DiCest, Colliers,

Lif e, Saturxxay Evening. Post, Time, and Liberty. The majors

select Collee Humor, World Events, and the Journal of

Health and Physical Education to rank in the top ten items,

whereas the non-ma jors 6iffer to select Popular Science,

National ueobraphic, and American to rank in the top ten

items.

In magazines the physical education majors show dis-

like for the following items which are listed in rank

order:

1. Arts and Decoration

2. Drama

3. Classical Journal

4. Journal of Ghemical Education

5. Delineator

6. Modern Art
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7. Theatre Arts Monthly

8. Bird Lore

9. Musical Courier

10. Stage

In magazines the non-majors show dislie for the following

items which are listed in rank order:

1. True Stories

2. Bird Lore

3. journal of Chemical Education

4. Ladies Home Journal

5. Drama

6. Classical Journal

7. Woman's Home Companion

8. Modern Art

9. Forum

10. Etude

In the lower ten rankingL items in magazines both the majors

and. non-ma jors show dislike for Drama, Classical Journal,

Journal of Chemical Education, Modern Art, and Bird Lore.

The majors show dislike for Arts and Decoration, Delineator,

Theatre Arts Monthly, Musical Courier, and Stae to rank

these items in the lower ten items whereas, the non-ma jors

differ to show dislike for True Stories, Ladies Home Jour-

nal, Woman's Home Companion, Forum, and Etude to rank these

items in the lower ten items.

In characteristics of people the physical education

ma jors show a decided preference for the following items

which are listed in rank order:



1. Good Sports

2. Loyal People

3. People With Self-control

4. Punctual People

5. w.ell-groomed People

6. Outstanding Leaders

7. People Who Like to Play Games

8. Energetic People

9. Self-confident People

10. FranL Peoole

In characteristics of people the non-majors show a decided

preference for the followingj items which are listed in rank

order:

1. Loyal People

2. People With Self-control

5. Frank People

4. Good Sports

5. Energetic People

6. Self-confident People

7. Well-groomed People

8. Independent People

9. Outstanding People

10. girls Who Pet

In the top ten ranking items in characteristics of people

both the majors and non-majors select good sports, loyal

people, people with self-control, well-groomed people,

energetic people, self-confident people, and frank people.
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The majors select punctual people, outstanding leaders, and

people who like to play &ames to rank in the top ten items,

whereas the non-majors differ to select independent people,

outstandinC people, and girls who pet to ranb in the top

ten items.

In characteristics of people the physical education

majors show dislike for the followinE items which are

listed in rank order:

1. Women Jho Swear

2. People WhCo Dress Carelessly

3. People Who Feel Superior

4. Self-centered People

5. Awkward People

6. Lelligerent People

7. Impulsive People

8. Extravagant People

9. Women Who Drink

10. Masculine Women

In characteristics of people the non-majors show dislike for

the following: items which are listed in rank order:

1. ,Masculine Women

2. People Who Feel Superior

3. Women ;ho Swear

4. Self-centered People

5. People Who Dress Qarelessly

6. Secretive People

7. Awkward People
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8. Emotional People

. Women Who Drink

10. Belligerent People

In the lower ten ranking items in characteristics of people

both the majors and non-majors show dislike for women who

swear, people who dress carelessly, people who feel supe-

rior, self-centered people, awkward people, belligerent

people, women who drink, and masculine women. The majors

show dislike for impulsive people and extravagant people

to ran these items in the lower ten items, whereas the non-

mc jors diff er to show dislike for secretive people, and

emotional people to rank these items in the lower ten items.

In school subjects the physical education majors show

a decided preference for the following items which are

listed in rank order:

1. Physical Education

2. Personal Hygiene

3. Physiology

4. Psychology

5. Sociology

In school subjects the non-majors show a decided preference

for the following items which are listed in rank order:

1. Physical Education

2. Psychology

5. Personal Hygiene

4. History

5. Physics
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In the top five ranking items in school subjects both the

majors and non-majors select physical education, personal

hygiene, and psychology. The majors select physiology and

sociology to rani in the top five items, whereas the non-

majors differ to select history and physics to rank in the

top five items.

In school subjects the physical education majors show

dislike for the followin-; items which are listed in rank

or der:

1. Ancient LanguaGes

2. En-lish Composition

3. Literature

4. Art

5. Dramatics

In school subjects the non-majors show dislie for the fol-

lowing items which-are listed in rank order:

1. Ancient Languages

2. English Composition

3. Home Economics

4. Dramatics

5. Art

In the lower five raning items in school subjects both the

majors and non-majors show dislike for ancient languages,

English composition, dramatics, and art. The majors show

dislike for literature to rank this item in the lower five

items, whereas the non-majors differ to show dislike for home

economics to rank this item in the lower five items.
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Bernreuter Personality Test

Bl-N Scale.--This is a measure of neurotic tendency.

Persons scorin< hi~h on this scale tend to be emotionally

unstable. Those scoring low tend to be very well balanced

emotionally. The scores on the Bl-N Scale of the

Bernreuter Personality Test made by fifty undergraduate

men major and f if ty undergraduate men non-ma jors in phy-

sical education at North Texas State College are presented

in Table 12.

TABLE 12

DISTIBUTION OF SCORES FO THE Bl-N SCALE OF THE -BEN1REUTER

PER3O1ALITY TEST FOr FIFTY UNDERGRA DUATE1v 1MEN hAJORS AND

FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE ZEN NON-MAJO5 I I PHYSICAL

EDUCATION AT NORTH TEXAS STATE COLLEGE

Scores in Terms of Points Number of Students
Majors Non-Majors

140 - 159 0 1

120 - 139 0 0
100 - 119 1 0

80 - 99 0 0
60 - 79 1 2
40-59 1 4

20 - 39 2 0
0 - 19 1 3

- 20 -(-1 1 5

- 40 -(-21) 6 5

- 60 -(-41) 2 3
- 80 -(-61) 74
8100 -(-81)1 8

-120 -(-101) 7 5
-140 -(-121) 5 4
-160 -(-141) 5 3
180 -(-161) 5 3
-200 -(-181) 5 0

N=50 N=50

The scores range from -198 to +114

and from -175 to +142 f or the non-major

for the major group

xroup. Two persons
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of the major group made a low score of -198, whereas one

person of the non-ma jor group made a low score of -175.

One person of the major Froup made a high score of +114,

whereas one person of the non-major group made a hig-h score

of 4+142.

TABLE 13

COMPARISON OF FAUES OF CENTRAL T TENDENCY ON THE BERNrtEUTER

PERSONALITY TEST ADMIN IST.ERED TO FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE vIEN

MAJORS AND FIFTY UNDERGR,.ADUATE EMEJN NON-MAJORS IN

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AT NORTH TEXAS STATE COLLEGE

Ma jors ~Non-Ma jors

ScaleN= 50 N =50 D~

d Me h6-.d. vie &r11 6D

B1-N
Scale -106.3 -87.3 10.24 -70.5 -57.7 10.15 -2.85

B2-S
Scale 8.95 14.0 3.42 -3.85

B3-I
Scale -53.5 -48.1 6.06 -35.5 -

64-D. 8.33 45.5Scale 62.-0 63.5 8.3 45

2.6

33.5

36.2

6.32 1.59

5.96 -1.69

8.16 2.34

Fl-C
Scale -67.25 -51.0 11.06 -39.5 -28.0 10.749

Scale -62.5 -63.1 5,79 -40.6 -34.6 7.46 -3.o2

In Table 13 measures of central tendency are presented

f or the Bl-N Scale of the Bernreuter Personality Test f or

fifty underEraduate men majors and fifty undergraduate men

non-majors in physical education at North Texas State

College. The median score for the major group is -106.3.
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The median score for the non-major group is -70.5. The

mean score for the major group is -87.3. The mean score

for the non-major group is -57.7. The major group shows

greater emotional stability than the non-major group on

the 31-N Scale of the Bernreuter Personality Test as in-

dicated by both measures of central tendency.

The reliability of the mean for the major group was

determined by computing the standard error of the mean

which is 10.24. The significance of the standard error of

the mean for the major group at the .05 level of accuracy

is 20.27. At this level the probability is ninety-five

chances out of one hundred that the mean of -87.3 obtained

for the major group on the Bl-N Scale of the Bernreuter

Personality Test does not vary from the true mean by more

than t 20.27. That is, the true mean falls between -107.57

and -67.03. Interpreting the findings of the significance

of the standard error of the mean of the .05 level of ac-

curacy in terms of the unit of measurement in the 3ernreuter

Personality Test, namely an attitude question with a com-

puted positive or negative weight, the investigator concludes

that the obtained mean of -87.3 for the rmajors has a desir-

able degree of reliability.

The reliability of the mean for the non-Lajor group

was determined by computing the standard error of the mean,

which is 10.15. The significance of the standard error of

the mean for the non-major group at the .05 level of ac-

curacy is lc.89. At this level the probability is
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ninety-five chances out of one hundred that the mean of

-57.7 obtained for the non-ma jor group on the B1-N Scale

of the Bernreuter Personality Test does not vary from the

true mean by more than 19.89. That is, the true mean

falls between -77.59 and -37.81. The obtained mean of

-57.7 for the non-major group has a desirable degree of

reliability.

The difference in the means for the two groups is

-29.6. The standard error of this difference is 10.38.

The critical ratio of the difference of the means is -2.85.

This ratio is 1.45 times as large as necessary to be con-

sidered significant at the .05 level of accuracy. There-

fore, this difference is considered significant to dis-

tinguish the unxderLgraduate men physical education majors

and the undergraduate men non-majors of the present study

for the mean scores made on the el-N Scale of the Bernreuter

Personality Test.

The variability of the scores was obtained by com-

putinE the quartiles and the standard deviation. Quartile

one for the major group is -150.5. Quartile three is -23.84.

The int er-quartile range is 126.66. Quartile one for the

non-major group is -110.5. Quartile three for the non-

major group is -10.5. The inter-quartile range is 100.00.

Quartile one for the major Croup is 40.0 lower than quartile

one for the non-major group. Quartile three for the major

group is 13.34 lower than quartile three for the non-major

Gr oup.
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A co~ma:ison of the vriability of scores on the

Bernreute6r Personality Test administered to fifty under-

graduate men ni jors and fifty undergraduate men non-majors

in physical education at North Texas State College is pre-

sented in Table 14.

TABLE 14

COMPARISOI7 OF THE VARIAEIL IT Y OF S2ORES ON THE E NREUTER

PERSCNALITY LEST ADkIISTEED TO FIF TY UNDER&RADUATE MEN

IvIAJORS AND FIFTY UN1DEE&iR&DUATE EN NON-MAJORS IN

PHYSICAL EDUCkAT ION AT NORTH TEXAS STATE COLLEGE

Scale Majors Non-Majors D
___j 50 __ N50

S.Do -7.

El-N
Scale -150.5 -23.84 72.4 -110.5 -10.5 71.8 .059

B2-S
Scale -32.29 26.0 24.2 -28.63 29.0 44.7 4.03

.3-I -
Scale -81.58 -19.0 42.9 -68.72 -6.34 42.1 .124

Scale 29.0 117.7 58.9 -7.37 78.87 57.7 .145

F1-0
Scale -113.0 2.62 79.2 -69.82 21.37 75.7 .319

F2-S
Scale -86.33 -37.0 40.9 -67.37 -11.75 52.8 1.77

The standard deviation for the major roup is 72.4.

The standard deviation f or the non-major group is 71.8.

The variability of scores for the El-N Scale of the

Bernreuter Personality Test is less for the non-major
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group than for the major group when measured by the inter-

quartile range and the standard deviation.

The reliability of the standard deviation for the

major group was determined by computing the standard error

of the standard deviation which is 7.24. The significance

of the standard error of the standard deviation for the

major group at the .05 level of accuracy is 14.19. It may

be stated with confidence that the standard deviation for

the major group on the El-N Scale of the Bernreuter

Personality Test does not vary from the true standard de-

viation by more than i 14.19. That is, the true standard

deviation falls between 58.21 and 86.59. The obtained

standard deviation of 72.4 for the major -roup has a de-

sirable degree of reliability.

The reliability of the standard deviation for the non-

major group was determined by computing the standard error

of the standard deviation which is 7.18. The significance

of the standard error of the standard deviation for the non-

major group at the .05 level of accuracy is 14.07. It may

be stated with confidence that the standard deviation for

the non-major group on the Bl-N Scale of the Bernreuter

Personality Test does not vary from the true standard de-

viation by more than i 14.07. That is, the true standard

deviation falls between 57.73 and 85.87. The obtained

standard deviation of 71.8 for the non-major r-oup has a

desirable degree of reliability.



The diff erence in the standard devia tion for the two

groups is .6. The standard error of this difference is

10.19. To determine the significance of the standard error

of the diff erence of the standard deviations the critical

ratio was comiputed. This result of .059 is only .030 as

large as necessary to be considered significant at the .05

level of accuracy. This difference is not significant to

distinguish the undergraduate men majors and non-majors 
of

the present study for the variability of scores made on

the Bl-N Scale of the Bernreuter Personality Test.

In summary, it is concluded on the basis of the sta-

tistical confirmation of the reliability of the mean scores

and of the significance of the difference in the mean

scores of the two groups that the ma jor group of the pre-

sent study is decidedly less neurotic than the non-ia jor

group of the present study. This finding coincides with

that reported by Wallke. 9  Again, the findin_ parallels

that reported by.

32-S cale.--This is a measure of self-sufficiency.

Persons scoring higTh on this scale prefer to be alone,

rarely ask for sympathy or encour;ement, an. tend to i-

nore the advice of others. Those scorin low Qislilie

solitude anA. often seek advice and encoura-ement. The

scores on the B2-S Scale of the Bernreuter Personality Test

9 Walke, oo . cit., p. 42

1 0Du,an, o . _c i t., p. 3/
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made 0b _, It. -graduate menII maj02I- -;n- fIfty ) Ion-j

in~ physical eo ut 2:1r Ti:ae ;$t te Jole e 2repr

sented in TalE 1.

T1AELE 15

E LT TE U IO FF U &;N-EGi ~TAT7

FI&F TT , T . 0 N-M' C L

scores in Tems ow Points UN mber OfStUQO U
____i~jors ___ jon-jbors

100 -114 01
85 - o, 0 0

70 -8401
5) 1

10 -24 23

F L

-20 -(-6 ) 9 5
15 -(121) 712

150 -(-36) 4 4

80 -(-66 20

-': 5 - 6- 
1

- 5 -(-81) 2 1
- c 8- - 9

-110 -(-969) 1

5=-50 -50

The scores range from -109 to +64 for the major :.roup

and from -87 to 4-126 f or the non-im jor aroup. One person of

the major -roup made a low score of -109, whereas one person

of the non-major Group made a low score of -87. One person

of the major group made a hijgh score of 4-64, whereas one per-

son of the non-major group made a high score of 4126.

In Table 13, paCe 88, measures of central tendency are

presented for the B2-3 5cale of the Bernreuter Personality
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Test for fifty undergra duate men majors and. fifty under-

graduate men non-majors in physical education at North Texas

State College. The median score for the ma jor Croup is 8.95.

The median score for the non-major group is -3.85. The mean

score for the major -roup is 14.0. The mean score for the

non-major group is 2.6. The non-major group shows greater

self-sufficiency than the major group on the T12-3 Scale of

the Eernreuter Personality Test as indicated by both measures

of central tendency.

The reliability of the mean for the ma jor group was de-

termined by computing the standard er or of the mean which

is 7.42. The significance of the standard error of the mean

for the major group at trhe .05 level of accuracy is 6.7. At

this level the probability is ninety-five chances out of one

hundred that the mean of fourteen obtained for the major

Group on the B2-S Scale of the Bernreuter Personality Test

does not vary from the true mean by more than 4 6.7. That

is, the true mean falls between 7.1, and 20.7. The investi-

gator concludes that the obtained mean of fourteen for the

majors has a desirable degree of reliability.

The reliability of the mean for the non-major group was

determined by comput ing the standard error of the mean which

is 6.32. The significance of the standard error of the mean

for the non-major group at the .05 level of accuracy is

12.38. At this level the probability is ninety-five chances

out of one hundred that the mean of 2.6 obtained for the non-

major group on the 32-S Scale of the Bernreuter Personality
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lest does not vary Lrom the true mean by aore than i 1238.

That is, the true mean falls between -10.22 anb -l4.98. The

obtained mean of 2.6 for the non-major roup has a desirable

deree of reliability.

The :Liference 'between the means for the two roups is

11.6. The standard, error of this difference is 7.1 4 . The

critical ratio for th difference in the reans of the two

P:roups is 1.5.. This ratio is onLy .81 times as larQ:e as

necessary to be considered significant at the .D5 level of

accuracy. Theef ore, the difference in mean scores is not

consize-edsi.. t dis+inuish the undergraduate men

majors ana non-majors of the present study on he 1-h Scale

o- the ernreuter Personality Test.

-The variability of the scores for the -3 Scalc is

shown in Table 14, on pa e 1. Cuartile one for the major

Lroup is -52.29. uartile th-ree is 26.0. The inter-cuartile

rane is 57.63. quartile one for the ma jor group is 3.66

lower than quartile one for the non-major group. Quartile

three for the major ;roup is 3.0 lower than quartiLe three

for the non- major froup.

The staniar. deviation for the major Croup is 24.2. The

stanr(Df deviation or the non-major roup is 4h.e. Te va-

iability of scores for the 32-S 3cale of the fern euter Per-

sonality Test is less for the non-major group than for the

major :roup when measured by the inter-quartile ranje, bnt the

variability of scores is less for the major (roup than for

the non-major Qroup when measured by the standard deviation.
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The reliability of Lhe standard deviation for the

major 6roup was determined by computing the standard error,

which is 2.42. The significance of the standard error of

the standard deviation for the major group at the .05 level

of accuracy is 4.74. At this level the probability is

ninety-five chances out of one hundred that the standard

deviation of 24.2 obtained for the major group on the B2-S

Scale of the Bernreuter Personality Test does not vary

from the true standard deviation by more than 4.74. That

is, the true standard deviation falls between 19.46 
and

28.94. The investigator concludes that the obtained

standard deviation of 24.2 for the majors has a desirable

degree of reliability.

The reliability of the standard deviation for the non-

major group was determined by computing the standard error

of the standard deviation which is 4.47. The significance

of the standard error of the standard deviation for the

non-major group at the .05 level of accuracy is 8.76. It

may be stated with confidence that the standard 
deviation

for the non-major group on the B2-S Scale of the Bernreuter

Personality Test does not vary from the true standard 
de-

viation by more than 8.76. That is, the true standard

deviation falls between 55.94 and 53.46. The obtained

standard deviation of 44.7 for the non-major group has a

desirable deGree of reliability.

The difference between the standard deviations for the

two groups on the B2-S Scale of the Bernreuter Personality
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Test is 20.5. The standard error of this difference is

5.08. The critical ratio for the difference in the standard

deviations of the two groups is 4.03. This ratio is 2.05

times as large as necessary to be considered significant at

the .05 level of accuracy. Therefore, the difference be-

tween the standard deviations is significant to distinGuish

the undergraduate men majors and non-majors of the present

study f or the variability of scores made on the B2-S Scale

of the Bernreuter Personality Test.

In summary, the conclusion is reached after considera-

tion of the statistical confirmation of the reliability of

the mean and the difference of the means and of the signi-

ficance of the difference of the means that the fifty under-

graduate men majors and the fifty undergraduate men non-

majors in physical education of the present study cannot be

distinguished in self-sufficiency as measured by the B2-S

Scale of the Bernreuter Personality Test. This finding:

coincides with that reported by Walke. Again, the finding

parallels that reported by Duggan. 1 2

B3-I Scale.--This is a measure of introversion-

extroversion. Persons scoring high on this scale tencd to

be introverted. Those scoring low on this scale tend to be

extroverted. The scores on the B3-I Scale of the Bernreuter

Personality Test made by fifty uindergraduate men majors and

11 Walke, op. ciYt., p. 40

1 2 Duggan, op. cit., p. 96
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fifty non-majors in physical education at North Texas State

College are presented in Table 16.

TABLE 16

DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR TE 13-I SCALE OF THE EERN7EUTER

PE2OiNALITY TEST FOR FIFTY UNDE1171]1DUATE 1E AJORS AND
F IFTY UNDERGRADUATE i.E NON- k JORS IK PHYSICAL

EDUCATI ( AT NORTH TEXAS STATE COLLEGE

es in Terms of Loints NTumoer of Students
Ma jor s [ Non-Maj;ors

85
70
55
40
25
10

-5
- 20
- 35

- 50
- 65
- 80

- 95
-110
-125

- Co

-84
- 69
-54

-24
-9
-(-6 )
-(-21)
-(-36)
-(-51)
-(-66)
-(-81)
-(-96)
- ( -111)

0
0

3

5

6
5
8
7
4
2

I = 50

1

0

_0

N50

The scores range from -118 to 450 for the major group

and from -96 to +92 for the non-ma jor group. One person of

the major group made a low score of -118, whereas one person

of the non-major jroup male low score of -96. One person

of the major groupp made a high score of +50, whereas one

person of the non-ma jor ,roup made a h i;h score of 92.

In Table 11, pare 88, measures of central tendency are

presented for the B3-I Scale of the Beinreuter ]ersona lity

rest for fifty uinerra duate men ma jors nd fifty under-

g-,uate men non-ma jors in physical education at North Texas

I
- gil@t| EMI il .I I I I Inmill I I III I I I I I -II I I 10 i E I



State College. The median score for the major group is

-53.5. The median score for the non-major group is -35.5.

The mean score for the major group is 
-48.1. The mean

score for the non-major group is -33.7. The major group

tends to be more extroverted than the non-major group 
on

the B3-I Scale of the Bernreuter Personality 
Test as in-

dicated by both measures of central tendency.

The reliability of the mean for the major group was

determined by computing the standard error, which is

6.06. The significance of the standard error of the mean

for the major group at the .05 level of accuracy is 11.87.

At this level the probability is ninety-five 
chances out

of one hundred that the mean of -48.1 obtained for the

major group on the B3-I Scale of the Bernreuter Personality

Test does not vary from the true mean by more than 11.87.

That is, the true mean falls between -59.97 and -36.23.

The investigator concludes that the obtained mean of -48.1

for the majors has a desirable degree of reliability.

The reliability of the mean for the non-major group

was determined by computing the standard error of the mean

which is 5.96. The significance of the standard error of

the mean for the non-major group at the .05 level of ac-

curacy is 11.73. At this level the probability is ninety-

five chances out of one hundred that the mean of -33.7

obtained for the non-major Croup on the B3-I Scale of the

Bernreuter Personality Test does not vary from the true

mean by more than - 11.73. That is, the true mean falls

100
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between -45.43 and -21.97. The obtained mean of -55.7 for

the non-miajors has a -lesirable de-roe os re-iity.

The difference between the m-eans for the two roups is

-4.4. The standard error of this difference is ".49. The

critical ratio for 'she difference in the means of the two

roups is -1.69. This ratio is only .86 times as larce as

necessary to be considered significant at the .05 level of

accuracy. Therefore, the diference in mean scores is not

considered significant to -istin6uish the unergraduate men

ma jor s an the und er fr aduate men non-majors of the prese ent

stu>y on the Li-I 2cale of thee ernreuter Personality ilest.

The variability of the scores for the iQ-I rcale is

shown in Table 14 on pae 91. Quartile one or the major

group is -81.58. quartile three is -19.0. The inter-

quartile rane is 62.58. Quartile one for the non-major

Eroup is -68.72. 'uartile three is -".'4. The inter-

quartile range is 32.38. Quartile one f or the major group

is 12.86 lower than quartile one for the non-ma jor group.

Quartile three for the major roup is 12.66 lower than

quartile three for the non-major Croup.

The standard deviation for the major jroup is 42..

The standard deviation for the non-major roup is 422.

The variability of scores for the E5-- VScale of the

Bernreuter Per-sonality Test is less for the non-major

c~rou- than f or the ma jor -. roup wen measured by the inter-

quartile ranre and the standard deviation.
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The reliability of the standard deviation for the major

6roup was determined by computing the standard error which

is 4.29. The significance of the standard error of the

standard deviation for the major group at the .05 level of

accuracy is 8.4. At this level the probability is ninety-

five chances out of one hundred that the standard deviation

of 42.9 obtained for the major group on the B3-I Scale of

the Bernreuter Personality Test does not vary from the true

standard deviation by more than i 8.4. That is, the true

standard deviation falls between 34.5 and 51.3. The in-

vestigator concludes that the obtained standard deviation

of 42.9 for the majors has a desirable degree of reliability.

The reliability of the standard deviation for the non-

major group was determined by computing the standard error

of the standard deviation which is 4.22. The significance

of the standard error of the standard deviation for the

non-major group at the .05 level of accuracy is 8.27. It

may be stated with conf idence that the standard deviation

for the non-major group on the B3-I Scale of the Bernreuter

Personality Test does not vary from the true standard de-

viation by more than 4 8.27. That is, the true standard

deviation falls between 33.93 and 50.47. The obtained

standard deviation of 42.2 for the non-major group has a

desirable decree of reliability.

The difference between the standard deviations for

the two groups on the B3-I Scale of the Bernreuter

Personality Test is .7. The standard error of this
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difference is 6.01. The critical ratio for the difference

in the standard deviations of the two groups is .124. This

ratio is only .06 times as large as necessary to be con-

sidered significant at the .05 level of accuracy. There-

fore, the difference between the standard deviations is not

significant to distingjuish the undergradu-ate men majors

and non-majors of the present study for the variability of

scores made on the B3- I Scale of the EBernreuter Personality

Test.

In summary, the conclusion is reached after considera-

tion of the statistical confirmation of the reliability of

the mean and the difference of the means and of the signi-

ficance of the difference of the means that the fifty

undergraduate men majors and the fifty undergraduate men

non-majors in physical education of the present study can-

not be distinguished in extroversion-introversion as

measured by the B3-I 3cale of the bernreuter Personality

Test. This finding coincides with that reported by Walke.1 3

B4-D Scale.--This is a measure of dominance-submission.

Persons scoring high on this scale tend to dominate others

in face-to-face situations. Those scorin, low tend to be

submissive. The scores on the E4-D .cfle of the Bernreuter

Personality Test made by fifty undergraduate men majors and

fifty undergraduate men non-majors in physical education at

North Texas State College are presented in Table 17.

1 3Walke, op. cit., p. 40
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TABLE 17

DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR THE B4-D SCALE OF THE BERNREUTER
PERSONALITY TEST FOR FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE 2MN IJORS AND

FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE IEN NON-MAJOS IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION AT NORTH TEXAS STATE COLLEGE

Sr sin Terms of Points-NumberofStudet
MaIor s ______on-I1a Jors

160 - 174 1 1

145 - 159 2 1

130 - 144 4 0
115 - 129 7 1
100 - 114 1 2

85 - 99 5 6
70 - 84 3 4
55 - 69 4 7
40 - 54 7 5
25 - 39 5 3
10 - 24 2 3

-5 - 9 1 4
-20 -(-6 ) 4 4
-35 -(-21) 1 4
-50 -(-36) 1 1
-65 -(-51) 0 0
-80 -(-66) 2 2
-95 -(-81) 0 2

N=50 N=50

The scores range from -79 to +164 for the major group

and from -94 to +165 for the non-major group. One person

of the major group made a low score of -79, whereas one

person of the non-major group made a low score of -94.

One person of the major group made a high score of +164,

whereas one person of the non-major group made a high

score of +165.

In Table 13, page 88, measures of central tendency

are presented for the B4-D Scale of the Bernreuter

Personality Test for fifty undergraduate men majors and
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fifty undergraduate men non-majors in physical education

at North Texas State College. The median score for the

major group is 62.0. The median score for the non-major

group is 45.5. The mean score for the major group is

63.5. The mean score for the non-major group is 36.2.

The major group tends to be more domineering than 
the non-

major group on the B4-D Scale of the Bernreuter Personality

Test as indicated by both measures of central tendency.

The reliability of the mean for the major group was

determined by computing the standard error of the mean which

is 8.33. The significance of the standard error of the

mean for the major group at the .05 level of accuracy is

16.3. At this level the probability is ninety-five 
chances

out of one hundred that the mean of 63.5 obtained for the

major group on the B4-D Scale of the Bernreuter Personality

Test does not vary from the true mean by more than i 16.3.

That is, the true mean falls between 47.2 and 7Q.8. In-

terpreting the findings of the significance of the standard

error of the mean of the .05 level of accuracy in terms of

the unit of measurement in the B4-D Scale of the Bernreuter

Personality Test the investigator concludes that the ob-

tained mean of 63.5 for the majors has a fair degree of

reliability.

The reliability of the mean for the non-major group

on the B4-D Scale of the Bernreuter Personality Test was

determined by computing, the standard error of the mean

which is 8.16. The significance of the standard error of
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the mean for the non-major ,roup at the .05 level of ac-

curacy is 15.%c. At this level the probability is ninety-

five chances out of one hundred that the mean of 36.2

obtained for the non-major Lroup on the 34-D Scale of the

Eernreuter Personality Test does not vary from the true

mean by more than t 15.9. That is, the true mean falls

between 20.21 and 52.1c. The obtained mean of 36.2 for

the non-major 5roup has a fair degree of reliability.

The difference between the means for the two groups

is 27.3. The standard error of this difference is 11.66.

The critical ratio for the difference in the means of the

two groups is 2.34. The critical -ratio of 2.34 is 1.1'

times as large as necessary to be considered si-nificant

at the .05 level of accuracy. Therefore, this difference

is considered significant to distinguish the undergraduate

men majors and the non-majors of the present study for the

mean scores made on the B4-7 Scale of the F-ernreuter

Personality Test.

The variability of the scores on the B4-D Scale of

the iBernreuter Personality Test is shown in Table 14 on

pa-e 9l. Quartile one for the major group is 2S.O.

Quaraile threw is 117.7. The inter-quartile ranGe is

C6.7. Quartile one for the non-major mroup is -7.37.

Quartile three is 78.87. The inter-quartile rang-e is

86.24. Quartile one for the major group is 36.37

hie;her than quartile one for the non-major Croup.
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Quartile three for the major gyoup is 38.83 higher than

quartile three for the non-major group.

The standard deviation for the major group is 58.9.

The standard deviation for the non-major group is 57.7.

The variability of scores for the B4-D Scale of the

Bernreuter Personality Test is less for the non-major

group than for the major group when measured by the inter-

quartile range and the standard deviation.

The reliability of the standard deviation for the

major group was determined by computing the standard error

which is 5.89. The significance of the standard error of

the standard deviation for the major group at the .05 level

of accuracy is 11.54. At this level the probability is

ninety-five chances out of one hundred that the standard

deviation of 58.95 obtained for the major group on the

B4-D Scale of the Bernreuter Personality Test does not

vary from the true standard deviation by more than t 11.54.

That is, the true standard deviation falls between 47.41

and 70.49. The investigator concludes that the obtained

standard deviation of 58.95 for the majors has a desirable

degree of reliability.

The reliability of the standard deviation for the non-

major group was determined by computing the standard error

of the standard deviation which is 5.77. The significance

of the standard error of the standard deviation for the non-

major group at the .05 level of accuracy is 11.3. It may

be stated with confidence that the standard deviation for
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the non-major group on the B4-D Scale of the Bernreuter

Personality Test does not vary from the true standard 
de-

viation by more than 11.3. That is, the true standard

deviation falls between 46.45 and 69.05. The obtained

standard deviation of 57.75 for the non-major group has a

desirable degree of reliability.

The difference in the standard deviations for the

two groups is 1.2. The standard error of this difference

is 8.25. The critical ratio of the difference of the

standard deviations of the two groups is .15. The criti-

cal ratio is only .07 as large as necessary to be considered

significant at the .05 level of accuracy. The difference

in standard deviations is not significant to distinguish

the undergraduate men majors and non-majors of the present

study for the variability of scores made on the B4-D Scale

of the uernreuter Personality Test.

In summary, it is concluded on the basis of the statis-

tical confirmation of the reliability of the mean scores

and of the significance of the difference in the mean scores

of the two groups, that the major group of the present study

is positively more domineering than the non-major rroup as

measured by the 34-D Scale o the Lernreuter Personality

Test. A similar finding is reported by WaLe1 4 for major

and non-major undergraduate men. The finding &lso parallels

1 4 Ibid.
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that reported by Duggan15 in her study dealing with women

majors in physical education.

Fl-C Scale.--This is a measure of confidence in one's

self. Persons scoring high on this scale tend to be ham-

peringly self-conscious and to have feelings of inferiority.

Those scoring low tend to be wholesomely self-confident and

to be very well adjusted to their environment. The scores

on the Fl-C Scale of the Bernreuter Personality Test made

by fifty undergraduate men majors and fifty non-majors in

physical education at North Texas State College are pre-

sented in Table 18.

TABLE 18

DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR THE Fl-C SCALE OF THE BERNREUTER
PERSONALITY TEST FOR FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE INI MAJORS AND

FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE IMEN NON-MAJORS IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION AT NORTH TEXAS STATE COLLEGE

Scores in Terms of Points Number of Students
Ma jors N on -aors

150- 174 1 1
125-149 1 1
100-124 2 3
75-99 0 2
50-74 2 2
25-49 3 3
0-24 4 4

- 25 -(-1) 2 4
- 50 -(-26) 6 9
- 75 -(-51) 6 11
-100 -(-76) 8 3
-125 -(-101) 5 4
-150 -(-126) 6 3
-175 -(-151) 3 0
-200 -(-176) 1 .0

N=50 N=50

15Duggan, op. cit., p. 96
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The scores range from -190 to 4-157 for the major group

and from -148 to +165 for the non-major group. One person

of the major group made a low score of -190, whereas one

person of the non-major group made a low score of -148.

One person of the major group made a high score of +157,

whereas one person of the non-major group made a hijh score

of +165.

In Table 13, page 88, measures of central tendency are

presented for the Fl-C Scale of the Bernreuter Personality

Test for fifty undergraduate men majors and fifty under-

graduate men non-majors in physical education at North Texas

State College. The median score for the major group is

-67.25. The median score for the non-major group is -39.5.

The mean score for the major Eroup is -51.0. The mean score

for the non-major group is -28.0. The major group showed

more confidence in one's self than the non-major group on

the Fl-C Scale of the Bernreuter Personality Test as indicated

by both measures of central tendency.

The reliability of the mean for the major group was

determined by computing the standard error of the mean which

is 11.06. The significance of the standard error of the

mean for the major group at the .05 level of accuracy is

21.5. At this level the probability is ninety-five chances

out of one hundred. that the mean of -51.0 obtained for the

major group on the Fl-C Scale of the Bernreuter Personality

Test does not vary from the true mean by more than 21.5.

That is, the true mean falls between -72.5 and -29.5. The
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obtained mean of -51.0 for the major group has a fair de-

gree of reliability.

The rliability of the mean for the non-major Eroup

on the F1-0 Scale of the Bernreuter Personality Test was

determined by computing the standard error of the mean

which is 10.7. The significance of the standard error of

the mean for the non-major group at the .05 level of ac-

curacy is 20.9. At this level the probability is ninety-

five chances ou't of one hundred that the mean of -28.0 ob-

tained for the non-major group on the Fl-C Scale of the

Bernreuter Personality Test does not vary from the true

mean by more than 20. . That is, the true mean falls

between -48.9 and -7.1. The obtained mean of -28.0 for

the non-major group has a fair degree of reliability.

The difference between the means for the two groups

is -25.0. The standard error of this difference is 15.58.

The critical ratio for the difference in the means of the

two groups is -1.49. The critical ratio of -1.49 is only

.76 as large as necessary to be considered significant at

the .05 level of accuracy. Therefore, this difference is

not considered significant to distinguish the undergraduate

men majors and the non-majors of the present st-udy for the

mean scores made on the F1-C Scale of the Bernreuter

Personality Test.

The vriability of the scores on the Fl-C Scale of

the Eernreuter Personality Test is shown on able 14

on page 91. quartile one for the major group is -113.0.
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Quartile three is 2 .62. The inter-quartile ran-e is 115.62.

Quartile one for the non-major ,roup is -6c. 82. quartile

three is 21.57. The inter-quartile ran;,e is (-.15. Quar-

tile one for the major vroup is 4.18 lower than quartile

one for the non-major croup. Quartile three for the major

3roup is 13.75 lower than quartile three for the non-m-ajor

Eroup.

The standard deviation for the major &rroup is 79.2.

The sn da arC. eviat-ion for the non-lmajor group is 75.7. The

variability of scores for the Fl-a Scale of the Eernrcuter

Personality Test is less for the non-major Lroup than for

the major Lroup when measured by the inter-quartile ranse

and the standard .eviation.

The reliability of the standar deviation for the

major rou- was a. urinetdc y computi the stainard error

which is 7.92. The sini icance of the stanar error of

the standard ; eviation for te O jrroup at te .5 level

of accuracy is 15. . A is lev-l th rorvaii 1 is

nimty-five chances out o- one hun:4re'ht' te standard

deviation of 79.25 obtaineJ. for the ma jor roupj on the Fl-C

Scale of the ernreuter Personality Test does not vary from

the true standarCd deviation by more than - 15.5. That is,

the true standard deviation falls between 65.75 and 94.75.

The investiGator concludes that the obtained standard de-

viation of 7S .25 for the majors has a desirable 0eree of

reliability.



The reliability of the standard devia tion for the

non-major group was determined. by computinr the standard

error of the standard deviation which is 7.57. The sic-

nificance of the standard error of the standard devia-

tion for the non-major group at the .05 level of accuracy

is 14.8. It may be stated with confidence that the

st andar& deviation for the non-major 6roup on the Fl-O

Scale of the Bernreuter Personality Test ,oes not vary

from the true standard deviation by more than 14.8.

That is, the true stancCd deviation falls between 60.95

and 90.55. The obtained standard deviation of 75.75 for

the non-major -roup has a desirable degree of reliability.

The difference in the standard deviations for the

two groups is 3.5. The standard error of this difference

is 10.96. The critical ratio of the difference of the

standard deviations of the two Croups is . 2. The

critical ratio is only .16 as large as necessary to be

considered significant at the .05 level of accuracy. The

difference in standard deviations is not significant to

distinguish the unzdergraduate men ma jors and unergraduate

men non-majors of the present study for the variability

of scores made on the F1-C Scale of the Bernreuter

Personality Test.

In summary, the conclusion is reached after consid-

eration of the statististical confirmation of the reli-

ability of the mean and the difference of the means and
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of the significance of the difference of the means that

the fifty underraduate men majors and the fifty under-

graduate men non-majors in physical education of the pre-

sent study cannot be distinguished in self-confidence as

measured by the Fl-C Scale of the Bernreuter Personality

Test. A similar finding is reported by Walke16 for

major and non-major undergraduate men.

F2-3 Scale.--This is a measure of sociability. Per-

sons scorincs hicyh on this scale tend to be nonsocial,

solitary, or independent. Those scoring low tend to be

sociable and gregarious. The scores on the F2-5 Scale

of the Bernreuter Personality Test made by fifty under-

graduate men ma jors and f ifty undergraduate men non-majors

in physical education at North Texas State Colle7e are

presented in Table 1Q.

The scores range from -182 to +44 for the major Eroup

and from -118 to +11 for the non-major g-roup. One per-

son of the major group made a low score of -182, whereas

one person of the non-ma jor group made a low score of

-118. One person of the major group made a hig-h score of

+44, whereas one person of the non-ma jor group made a

hi6h score of +119.

167ralke,_op. ., p. 40
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TABLE 19

DISTHIBUTIOU OF SCORES FOR THE F2-S SCALE OF THE B1RiTREUTER
PERSONALITY TEST FOR FIFTY UNIDEGRADUATE LEN KAJORkS AND

FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE MN NON-;AJORS IJ PHYSICAL
EDUCATION AT NORTH TEXAS STATE COLLEGE

Scores in Terms of Points Number of Students
ja;ors _Non-Ma jors

115 - 129 0 1
100 - 114 0 1

85 - 99 0 1
70 - 84 0 0
55 - 69 0 0
40 - 54 1 2
25-39 0 1
10 - 24 1 1

- 5-9 2 3
- 20 -(-6 )1 6
- 35 -(-21) 7 7
- 50 -(-36) 5 6
- 65 -(-51) 10 8
- 80 -(-66) 7 4
- 95 -(-81) 9 2

-110 -(-96) 2 6
-125 -(-111) 21
-140 -(-126) 1 0

-155 -(-141) 0 0
-170 -(-156) 1 0
-185 -(-171) -1 0

N=50 N 50

In Table 13, paCe 88, measures of central tendency are

presented for the F2-S 3cale of the bernreuter Personality

Test for fifty undmra uate ien majors a'ncl fifty uner-

graduate men non-ms. jors in physical education at North Texas

State Co1lege. The median score for the major group is

-62.5. The median score for the non-ma jor group is -40.6.

The mean score for the major roup is -63.1. The mean score

for the non-major Lroup is -34.6. The major group shows
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more sociability than the non-major group on the F2-3

Scale of the Eernreuter Personality Test as indicated by

both measuires of central tendency.

The reliability of the mean for the major Croup was

determined by computing the standard error of the mean

which is v.79. The si-nificance of the standard error of

the mean for the major Eroup at the .05 level of accuracy

is 11.4. At this level the probability is ninety-five

chances out of one hundred that the mean of -63.1 obtained

for the major group on the F2-S Scale of the Eernreuter

Personality Test does not vary from the true mean by more

than t 11.4. That is, the true mean falls between -74.5

and -51.7. The obtained mean of -63.1 for the major group

has a fair degree of reliability.

The reliability of the mean for the non-major group on

the F2-S Scale of the Bernreuter Personality Test was de-

termined by computing the standard error of the mean, which

is 7.46. The significance of the standard error of the

mean for the non-major Croup at the .05 level of accuracy

is 14.6. At this level the probability is ninety-five

chances out of one hundred that the mean of -34.6 obtained

for the non-major group on the F2-S Scale of the Bernreuter

Personality Test does not vary from the true mean by more

than + 14.6. That is, the true mean falls between -40.2

and -20.0. The obtained mean of -34.6 for the non-major

group has a fair degree of reliability.
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The difference between the means for the two groups

is -28.5. The standard error of this difference is C.44.

The critical ratio for the diffeence in the means of the

two groups is -3.02. The critical ratio of -3.02 is 1.54

times as large as necessary to be considered sinificant

at the .05 level of accuracy. Therefore, this difference

is considered sig nificant to distinguish the undergraduate

men majors and the non-majors of the present study for the

mean scores made on the F2-5 Scale of the hernreuter

Personality Test.

The vi-riability of the scores on the F2-3 Scale of

the Bernreuter Personality Test is shown in Table 14 on

pare 91. Quartile one for the mEjor 8roup is -86.55.

Quar tile three is -37.0. The inter-auartile ran8.e is

49. 3. Quartile one for the non-major 8roup is -67.5-'-7.

Quartile three is -11.75. The inter-quartile rance is

56.62. Quartile one for the major group is 18.96 lower

than quartile one for the non-major Sroup. Quartile three

for the ma jor group is 25.25 lower than quartile three for

the non-major -roup.

The standard deviation for the major group is 40.9.

The standard deviation for the non-major group is 52.8.

The variability of scores for the F2-S Scale of the

fernreuter Personality Test is less for the major roup

than for the non-major group when measured by 4he inter-

quartile range and the standard deviation.
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The reliability of the standard deviation for the

major group was determined by computing the standard error

which is 4.09. The significance of the standard error of

the standard deviation for the major group at the .05 level

of accuracy is 8.01. At this level the probability is

ninety-five chances out of one hundred that the standard

deviation of 40.95 obtained for the major group on the F2-S

Scale of the Bernreuter Personality Test does not vary from

the true standard deviation by more than i 8.01. That is,

the true standard deviation falls between 32.94 and 48.96.

The investigator concludes that the obtained standard de-

viation of 40.95 for the majors has a desirable degree of

reliability.

The reliability of the standard deviation for the non-

major group was determined by computing, the standard error

of the standard deviation which is 52.8. The significance

of the standard error of the standard deviation for the

non-major group at the .05 level of accuracy is 10.34. It

may be stated with confidence that the standard deviation

for the non-major group on the F2-S Scale of the Bernreuter

Personality Test does not vary from the true standard de-

viation by more than 10.34. That is, the true standard

deviation falls between 42.46 and 63.14. The obtained

standard deviation of 52.8 for the non-major group has a

desirable degree of reliability.

The difference in the standard deviations for the two

groups is 11.85. The standard error of this difference is
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deviations of the two groups is 1.77. The critical ratio

is only .90 as large as necessary to be considered signi-

ficant at the .05 level of accuracy. The difference in

standard deviations is not significant to distinguish the

undergraduate men majors and non-majors of the present

study for the variability of scores made on the F2-3 Scale

of the Bernreuter Personality Test.

In summary, it is concluded on the basis of the sta-

tistical confirmation of the reliability of the mean scores

and of the significance of the difference in the mean

scores of the two groups, that the major group of the pre-

sent study is positively more sociable than the non-major

group as measured by the F2-S Scale of the Bernreuter

Personality Test.

Yeager Leadership Test

The scores on the Yeager Leadership Test made by

fifty undergraduate men majors and fifty undergraduate men

non-majors in physical education at North Texas State

College are presented in Table 20.

The scores rang e from 0 to 58.5 for the major group

and from 0 to 55.9 for the non-major group. One person

of the major group made a high score of 58.5, whereas one

person or the non-major group !,de a high score of 55.9.

Seven persons of the major group made a low score of 0,
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whereas twenty-seven persons of the non-ma jor group made

a low score of 0.

TABLE 20

DISTRI~UTIQN OF SCORES FOR THE YEAGER LEADESIP TEST FOR

FIFTY UNDRIGRADUATE i .iEN b*JOR S AND FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE
IEN KNON-LMaJORS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AT NORTH

TIAS STATE COLLEGE

Scores in Terms of Points Number ofStudent s
,a Jor s N on - o

55 - 59 2 1
50 - 54 0 1
45 - 49 0 0
40 - 44 3 0
35 -_39 2 0
30 - 34 4 0
25 - 29 5 0
20 - 24 1 3
15 - 19 3 2
10 - 1454

5 -9 13 5
0 -4 12 34

N 50 NIT 50

In Table 21 measures of central tendency are presented

f or the Yeager Leadership Test f or fifty undergraduate men

majors and fifty under raduate men non-majors in physical

education at North Texas State ColleGe. The median score

for the major group is 9.5. The median score for the non-

ma jor group is 3.17. The mean score for the major group is

16.5. The mean score for the non-major group is 7.20. The

major group surpasses the non-major group on the Yeager

Leadership Test as indicated by both measures of central

tendency.
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TABLE 21

COMPJW1ARIN oF UES 0F GL1TPAL TENDENCY ON THE YEAE

LEADERSHIP TEST ADMINISTERED TO FIFTY UNDERGRADUATE KEN

JORS AND FIFTY UNDERGRAkDUA TE EN ON-MAJORS IN

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AT NORTH TEXAS STATE COLLEGE

Ma jors Non-Majors
Test N = 50 N = 50 Dm

Md Me Md Me & 6D

Yeager
Leadership
Test 9.5 16.5 2.17 3.17 7.20 1.59 3.46

The reliability of the mean for the major group was

determined by computing the standard error of the mean

which is 2.17. The significance of the standard error of

the mean for the major Group at the .05 level of accuracy

is 4.25. At this level the probability is ninety-five

chances out of one hundred that the mean of 16.5 obtained

for the ma jor group on the Yeager Leadership Test does

not vary from the true mean by more than 4.25. That is,

the true mean falls between 12.25 and 20.75. The obtained

mean of 16.5 for the major group has a desirable degree of

reliability.

The reliability of the mean for the non-major group

on the Yeager Leadership Test was determined by computing

the standard error of the mean which is 1.59. The signi-

ficance of the standard error of the mean for the non-major

group at the .05 level of accuracy is 3.11. At this level

the probability is ninety-five chances out of one hundred

that the mean of 7.2 obtained for the non-major group on
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the Yeager Leadership Test does not 
vary f-rom the true mean

by more than i 5.11. That is, the true mean falls between

4.09 and 10.31. The obtained mean of 7.2 for the non-major

xroup has a desirable derrce of reliability.

IThe difference between the means for the two groups

is 9.3. The standarQ error of this difference i2

The critical ratio for the differ enCe in the means of the

twoYoups is 46 The critical ratio of -. 46 is 1.76

times as large as necessary to be considered significant

at the .05 level of acc-Lurac7. There ore., this di f erence

-- ashto eundereraduate

is considered sionif icant to distinruiS e ~uat

men majors nd the non-ma jors of the pr sent stu>y for the

mean scores mae on t-he Yeacer Leadership Test-

i comparison of the aiability of scores on the YeaLjer

Leadership Test atminietereo. to fifty unde rcadte

majors an- fift- un er raduate men non-mi 5ors in physical
-iiiajor a, 2srpa.senTedCin

education- at North Texas Stat e & Cis presented in

Table 22.

TABLE 22

l01FC"yr I 
Y 0 1ES ON THE YEG-ER LEADER-

3COPRS T1 F TiJ7 T] D0IFIY UNDERGR ADUATE MEL iAJ0R8SH T ", F A E Elk -LTJO11I11i. IEAR213 py EA
-1D---AND111TFIFIF'Y 

UL D i~iGAAUAE 1 E!T kJII

EIDUCAJI~l Al i0.~TIK TCA TN 0L

Tes N= 0 N = 0

Q S.D. * 3 S. D. /

Y eag er

LeadershiP 6.42 28.0 15.4 1.34 5.01 11.25 2.13
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The variability of the scores on the Yeager Leadership

Test was obtained by computing the quartiles and the standard

deviation. quartile one for the major group is 6.42. Quar-

tile three is 28.0. The inter-cuartile range is 21.58.

Quartile one for the non-major group is 1.34. Quartile

three is 5.01. The inter-quartile range is 5.67. quartile

one for the major group is 5.08 higher than quartile one

for the non-major group. Quartile three for the major group

is 22.99 higher than quartile three for the non-major group.

The standard deviation for the major group is 15.4.

The standard deviation for the non-major group is 11.25.

The variability of scores for the Yeager Leadership Test

is less for the non-major group than for the major group

when measured by the inter-quartile range and the standard

deviation.

The reliability of the standard deviation for the major

group was determined by computing the standard error which

is 1.54. The significance of the standard error of the

standard deviation for the major group at the .05 level of

accuracy is 3.01. At this level the probability is ninety-

five chances out of one hundred that the standard deviation

of 15.4 obtained for the major group on the Yeager Leader-

ship Test does not vary from the true standard deviation by

more than t 3.01. That is, the true standard deviation

falls between 12.39 and 18.41. The investigator concludes

that the obtained standard deviation of 15.4 for the majors

has a desirable degree of reliability.
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The reliability of the standard deviation 
for the non-

major group was determined by computing the standard error

of the standard deviation which is 1.13. The significance

of the standard error of the standard deviation 
for the

non-major group at the .05 level of accuracy is 2.21. It

may be stated with confidence that the standard deviation

for the non-major group on the Yeager Leadership 
Test does

not vary from the true standard deviation by 
more than 2.2.

That is, the true standard deviation falls between 9.04 and

15.46. The obtained standard deviation of 11.25 for the

non-major group has a desirable decree of reliability.

The difference in the standard deviations for the two

groups is 4.15. The standard error of this difference is

1.9. The critical ratio of the difference of the standard

deviations of the two groups is 2.15. The critical ratio

is 1.08 times as larGe as necessary to be considered 
sig-

nificant at the .05 level of accuracy. The difference in

standard deviations is significant to distinguish the under-

graduate men majors and non-majors of the present study for

the variability of scores made on the Yeager Leadership

Test.

In summary, it is concluded on the basis of the sta-

tistical confirmation of the reliability of the mean scores

and of the significance of the difference in 
the mean

scores of the two g roups, that the major group of the pre-

sent study is distinctly superior to the non-ma jor group
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in leadership. A similar finding is reported by Walke
7

for major and non-major undergraduate men.

17
Ibi~d., p.42.



CHAPTER IV

SUkIARY, tCOKQ LU $I S, AND I RECOOEDAT IONS

Summary of the Study

The investigator made a coimparative study of fifty

undergraduate men majors in physical education and fifty

undergraduate men majors in other fields at North Texas

State College with respect to selected personal traits

during the springs semester of the 1947-1 48 session. The

term, personal traits, as applied to the present study,

means the qualities possessed by an individual which tend

to characterize or identify him. The present study was

undertaken to determine:

1. What were the general characteristics of the

udergraduate men majors in the field of physical educa-

tion and undergraduate men majors in other fields at North

Texas State ColleGe.

2. If the underGraduate iren majors in physical edu-

cation could be distinguished. from the underGraduate men

majors in other fields at North Texas State Collegre on the

basis of these characteristics.

3. How the undergraduate men ma jors in physical edu-

cation compared with the majors in other fields at North

Texas State Oollege with respect to these characteristics .

126
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The subjects for the present study were all of the men

majors and non-majors in physical education classified as

sophomores, juniors, and seniors who were enrolled in three

of the required physical eacation classes for the spring

semester of the l947-l48 session. Because of the small

enrollment of upperclassmen in required physical education

classes, especially of the major Q roup, the investigator

selected the remrainin_ subjects from all of the majors and,

non-imajor s in physical education classified as sophomores,

juniors, and seniors who were enrolled in three advanced

classes in the Department of Health, Physical Education,

and Recreation.

The instruments used to collect the data for the study

were: The Iowa-Brace 2otor Ability Test, Otis Intellig;ence

Test, DuSgan Interest questionnaire, Bernreuter Personality

Test, and Yeager Leadership Test. The data were treated

statistically to determine the range, median, mean, quartile

one and quartile three, standard deviation, standard error

of the mean, standard error of the standard deviation, dif-

ference between the means of the major and non-major Groups,

difference between the standard deviations of the major and

non-major groups, standard error of the difference between

the. means of the major and non-major groups, standard error

of the difference between the standard deviations of the

major and non-major groups, critical ratio of the means and

the critical ratio of the standard deviations. The data
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were analyzed and interpreted and conclusions of the study

were drawn.

Summary of the Findings

Impoortant findings of the study are:

1. The ma jor group surpasses the non-ma jor group in

motor ability as indicated by the measures of central ten-

dency. The mean of each group on the Iowa-Erace otor

Ability Test has a desirable deree of reliability. The

difference in the means of the two groups is significant

at the .05 level of accuracy. The non-major group shows

greater variability in scores as indicated by the quartile

range and standard deviation. The standard deviation for

each group has a desirable decree of reliability. The

difference in standard deviations of the two groups is not

significant at the .05 level of accuracy to distinguish

the major group fr omn the non-ma jor group

2. The mean s or e f or the non-ma jor group is slightly

higher than the mean score for the major group on the Otis

Intelligence Test. There is a fair degree of reliability

of the mean f or each group. The difference in the means of

the two groups is not significant at the .05 level of ac-

curacy. The non-major ,group shows greater variability in

scores on the Otis Intelligence Test as indicated by the

quartile range and the standard deviation. The standard

deviation for each grouo has a desirable degree of re-

liability. The difference in standard deviations of the
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two groups is not significant at the .05 level of accuracy

to distinguish the major group from the non-major group.

3. The mean score for the major group is slightly

higher than the mean score for the non-major group on the

Du-gan Interest Questionnaire. There is a desirable degree

of reliability of the mean for the major and for the non-

ma jor groups. The difference in the means of the two

groups is significant at the .05 level of accuracy. The

non-ma jor group shows greater variability in scores as

indicated by the standard deviation, and the ma jor group

shows greater variability in scores as indicated by the

quartile range. The standard deviation for each group

has a desirable degree of reliability. The difference in

the standard deviations of the two groups is significant

at the .05 level of accuracy. In recreations and amuse-

ment s the men of the ma jor froup show preference f or ex-

citing, competitive and outdoor activities such as basket-

ball, basao11, swimming, amusement parks, and picnics,

whereas, the men of the non-major group show preference for

quiet, less vigorous, and non-competitive activities such

as movies, automobiling, radio programs, and musical come-

dies. In extracurricular activities the major group pre-

fers activities along the line of the physical education

profession, whereas the non-major group prefers activities

along the line of athletics and literature clubs. In

characteristics of work the non-major group shows preference

for working with other people and for original, enthusiastic
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work, whereas the ma jor group shows preference for working

with other people and for active outdoor work. The members

of the ma jor group show preference in the line of litera-

ture and magazines for literature associated with their

field of professional interest and for literature of a

light, popular nature, whereas the members of the non-ma jor

group show preference for literature along the line of

world events and science. In characteristics of people

the major and non-major groups both show preference for

good sports, loyal people, people with. self-control, and

well-groomed people. In school subjects the major and non-

major groups show similar preference in that they both

selected. physical education, personal hygiene, ana psychol-

ogy as the top ranking items.

4. The major group shows greater emotional stability

than the non-major group on the El-IT Scale of the Bernr euter

Personlity Test as indicated by both measures of central

tendency. There is a desirable degree of reliability of

the mean for each group. The difference in the means of

tao to groups is significant at the .05 level of accuracy.

The major Croup shows greater variabilit' in scores as in-

dicated by the quartile ran _e and standar deviation. The

standard deviation for each group has a desirable deree

of liability. The diff erence in standard deviations of

the two groups is not signif icant to distinguish the ma jor

group from the non-ma jor group.
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5. The non-major group shows greater self-suficiency

than the major group on the E2-3 Scale of the Bernreuter

Personality Test as indicated by both measures of central

tendency. There is a desirable degree of reliability of

the mean for each group. T he difference in the means of

the two groups is not significant at the .05 level of ac-

curacy. The major group shows greater variability in

scores as indicated by the quartile range, and the non-

major group shows greater variability in scores as indi-

cated by the standard deviation. The standard deviation

for each group has a desirable degree of reliability. The

difference in standard deviations of the two groups is

significant at the .05 level of accuracy to distinguish

the major group from the non-major group.

6. The major group tends to be more extroverted than

Uhe non-major group on the B3-I Scale of the Bernreuter

Personality Test as indicated by both measures of central

tendency. There is a desirable degrree of reliability of

the mean for each group. The difference in the means of

the two groups is significant at the .05 level of accuracy.

The major group shows greater variability in scores as

indicated by the quartile range and standard deviation.

The standard deviation for each group has a desirable degree

of reliability. The difference in standard deviations of

the two groups is significant at the .05 level of accuracy

to distinguish the major group from the non-major group.



7. The major ErXoup tends to be moire o-"ineerin; t han

the non-major roup on the t--al 3.cale o1-_heernreuter

,sonality Test-as"b ind ted both mea sure of central

tendency. A desirable egree 01 reliability of the mean

f or each &roup eists. The difference in the means f or the

two groups is sifnificant at the .05 level of accuraCy.

The major ;roup shows Greater variability in scores as in-

i icat ed by the quartile range md the standard deviation.

The stanara deviation for each group h-L - tesirable de-

;re e of reliability. The jiL- een1- in sten .rn a aviation

o' the two roums is not si n if ic:nt at th .0L vel of

a curacy to 0i0tinunish the joro rrou from -major

[roum.

2. The amaor y rou shows mor sel z -con idence thAan

the non-miaor Grou p on the F1-0 3cale of the feruteuter

Per o nlit-yTst re indicted by both :teetrn of central

tio . flere of a ability o the mean f or

eac. : ou exists. The ri &er ce in the means of the two

roeis nots i n i f ic + -n th e .5 level of accurac-.

The m jor oup show Je : inability in scores - i. -

dicated y J he cuartile ran e and stanar dviatio. Te

stan'Car 6eviat ion foi each rotle oc- e- of

reliabilty The difference in standrn deviations o

two groupss is ot ,lou- icr t at the O7 level of accuracy

to distinEh ma jor jroup from the non-ma jor group.

. ie m01 ioa croup sOWs more so iabiit tnani the

non-ma jor group on the F2-3 cale of the pernreuter
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Personality Test as indicated by both measures of central

tendency. There is a fair deree of reliability of the mean

for each group. The difference in the means of the two

groups is significant at the .05 level of accuracy. The

non-major group shows greater variability in scores as in-

dicated by the quartile range and the standard deviation.

The standard deviation for each group has a desirable de-

-r ee of reliability. The difference in s standard deviations

of the two groups is not significant at the .05 level of

accuracy to distinguish the ma jor group from the non-major

group.

10. The major group surpasses the non-major group in

leadership as indicated by both measure of central tendency.

There is a desirable degree of reliability of the mean for

each group for the Yeager Leadership Test. The difference

in the means of the two groups wass found to be significant

at the .05 level of accuracy. The major group shows greater

variability in scores as indicated by the quartile rang-e and

the standard deviation. The standard deviation for each

group has a desirable degree of reliability. The difference

in standard deviations of the two groups is significant at

the .05 level of accuracy to distinguish the major group

from the non-major group.

Conclusions of the Study

1. The undergraduate men majors in physical education

of the present study are characterizeI by high degree of



motor ability, average intelligence, an> a high deCree of

leadership. The undergraduates en m jor; tend to be very

well balanced emotionally, better than aver(-,e in self-

sufficiency, highly extroverted, very domineering, better

than average in self-confidence, an> h!ihly sociable. The

interests of the undergraduate men ma jors of the present

sturdy show their reference for darin , excitn, viCorous,

competitive and outdoor wo- and play. In extracurricular

activities the majors prer actiities which are along

the line of the physical education pr oession. The tastes

of the majors in literature an> liaines are associated

with their 2 ieI 01 professional iter st or with litera-

ture of a lijht, popular nature. The ma jorc indicate a

preference or -m ,: sports lnd loyal people. Distinguish-

in preercnces in school subjects reflect primarily the

professional course of stu< offered for majors in nhysi-

cal education.

3. The nd er-raduate mon non-cc jars of the pr sent

study arc characterized by an aver:e >et ree of motor

'ility, avera-e intelli: once, and a air deree of leader-

ship. The unUer&raduate men non-ma jors tend to be fairly

wejLl-balanced emotionally, better than mverave in self-

sufficiency, extroverted, slightly submissive, slightly

self-conscious, and above average in sociability. The

interests of the unter~raduate men non-ma jors of the pre-

sent study show their preference for comparatively safe

quiet, less vi-orous, non-competitive work and. play. In
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extracurricular activities the non-majors prefer activi-

ties alonj the line of athletics and literature clubs.

The tastes of the non-ma jors in literature and magazines

are alon(' the line of world events and science. Ihe non-

majors indelicate a preference for loyal people, frank

people, and people with self-control. In school subjects

the non-majors show an unusual preference in favoring

physical education, personal hyiene, psychology, and

history.

3. The undergraduate men majors in physical education

of the present study rate SiE;nificantly higher than the

undergraduate men non-majors an, therefore can be dis-

tincjuished in motor abi]Lity, leadership, emotional stabil-

ity, dominance, an." sociability. The undercraduate men

ma jors and non-majors of the p-resent study cannot be sid-

nificantly distinguished in intelligence, self-sufficiency,

introversion-extroversion, and self-confidence.

Recommendations for Future Studies

The investigator recommends that the following. studies

be made:

1. A comparative study similar to the present study

for undergraduate women majors in physical education and

underraduate women non-majors in other fields at North

Texas State College.

2. A study to develop a more accurate measure of other

personality traits deemed desirable for physical educators.



APPEN0DIX

7O7I-r- IOWA "II-F;A:E TEST

You will be given two trials on each stunt. On this
blank you will find two spaces after each number. If
your partner ,oes the stunt corr ectly the first time, put
an X in the f irst square. If he fails to do it, put a 0
in the first square. If he fails, he may try auain. If
he succeeds the second time, put an X in the second square.
If he fails, put a 0 in the second square. Do not permit
your partner to practice the stunt. When you are scoring
your partner, do not practice the stunt, but sit or lie
on the floor. Watch the person you are scoring. and pay
no attention to anyone else. Do not talk to the others.

Stunt 1st 2nd
Number Trial Trial Score

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Total score

T-score
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